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Abstract

The abundance of computational power available through distributed computing

has enabled scientists to tackle increasingly complex problems on a wide variety of

resources, such as grids, clouds, clusters, and supercomputers. Typically, a large

community of users shares these resources and jobs experience nontrivial and highly

variable batch queue delays. For the majority of computations, this delay, while

inconvenient, does not impact the quality or timeliness of the scientific result. How-

ever, a subdomain of computational problems exists in which the results affect some

critical decision. Examples of such critical computations are severe weather fore-

casting, the modeling of infectious diseases, wildfire simulations, and patient-specific

medical treatment. Other examples occur in engineering, such as NASA’s evalua-

tions of models to guide in-space repairs to space shuttles damaged during liftoff.

Clearly, in this domain of urgent computing, scientific computations must gain ac-

cess to the necessary resources in time to produce results and have those results

analyzed before a specific deadline; results produced after the deadline may have

little practical value in affecting the decision. This research focuses on the additional

infrastructure needed to help critical computations meet their deadlines within the

current distributed computing environment. In particular, the aim is to understand

the combination of access policies, management mechanisms, and tools needed to

support urgent computing on traditional batch queue resources and computational

clouds.

During an urgent computing event, when time is critical, the user initiating an ur-

gent workflow should encounter as few obstacles as possible. This research presents

the Special PRiority and Urgent Computing Environment (SPRUCE), a token-based
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framework that manages urgent computing users, sessions, and resources. The pri-

mary role of the framework is to grant certain users the ability to submit urgent

computing jobs at an elevated priority. Computational resources that choose to

participate in SPRUCE are allowed not only to decide how to respond to an incom-

ing urgent request (i.e., which elevated priorities to support) but also which urgent

computing groups are allowed to request elevated priority. Urgent computing users

and resource administrators negotiate the set of target resources and elevated pri-

orities beforehand. Thus, when an urgent computing event occurs, users may begin

submitting elevated priority jobs almost immediately.

This research also proposes and evaluates a set of elevated priority policies that

different resource types can use to support urgent computing. The scientific simula-

tions and models that many urgent applications consist of typically target clusters

and supercomputers as their computational resource of choice. These resources use a

batch queue to handle jobs that cannot be immediately allocated. Elevated priority

policies seek to reduce the batch queue delay for urgent jobs. Two such policies

are moving the urgent job to the top of the queue (i.e., next-to-run) or killing jobs

that are currently allocated in order to free up the necessary nodes for the urgent

job (i.e., preemption). Computational clouds are also an interesting potential urgent

computing resource given their on-demand nature and the flexibility afforded by us-

ing virtual machine images. This research focuses on how finite-capacity clouds can

support urgent computing. Because these clouds do not offer the illusion of infinite

capacity, as do large commercial clouds (e.g., EC2), elevated priorities for these re-

sources seek to allow access when the cloud is at or near capacity. Essentially, these

policies seek to provide the illusion of infinite capacity to urgent users. Example poli-

cies include freeing the necessary resources through the preemption, migration, or

suspension of nonurgent virtual machines. Further, the physical hardware allocated

to nonurgent virtual machines may also be dynamically reduced. Elevated priority
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access, by definition, comes at the expense of other users of the shared resource.

This research examines potential compensation to users for the inherent disruption

caused by the submission of urgent jobs.

Simply providing urgent computing users with a set of resources to which they can

submit elevated priority jobs is not sufficient. Urgent computing users are still faced

with the challenging problem of resource selection. In particular, each user must se-

lect the configuration (i.e., specification of the computational resource, data reposito-

ries, urgent computing policy and runtime parameters) that will provide the highest

probability of meeting the desired deadline. To this end, this research proposes and

evaluates a set of statistical methods and heuristics that seek to predict a probabilis-

tic bound on the total turnaround time (i.e., file staging, resource allocation, and

execution delay) for urgent computations. These upper bounds can guide the user

in selecting a configuration that offers the greatest probability of meeting a given

deadline.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Distributed computing has enabled scientists to tackle more complex problems through

simulation and modeling by enabling computations to run in parallel on multiple

compute elements. This abundance of computing power has been used to study a

wide variety of complex problems, from astrophysics [1] to searching for extraterres-

trial intelligence [2] to global climate modeling [3]. Distributed computing can take

many different forms. For instance, high-performance computing (HPC) typically in-

volves supercomputers or tightly coupled clusters utilizing high-speed interconnects.

These resources are designed for tightly coupled applications that require significant

communication and computational power. Grid computing, on the other hand, typ-

ically involves utilizing multiple machines that are loosely connected (e.g., by the

Internet). Moreover, resources in a Grid environment are often heterogeneous. Such

an environment is ideally suited for workflows that require significant computation

but little communication between concurrent tasks executing on remote resources.

A third example involves the recently popular paradigm of cloud computing which

provides users with a user-defined virtual machine. Clouds offer the advantage of

creating compute instances on the fly, as well as the flexibility to lease the nec-

essary computational and storage infrastructure. However, current popular cloud

implementations, such as Amazon’s EC2 [4], are better suited for loosely coupled

computations that require little communication between concurrent tasks. In all

these examples, some component is responsible for scheduling a compute job on the

available resources. If not enough resources are available to immediately satisfy the

request, the request must be declined or placed in a batch queue, or the necessary
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space must be made available on the resource. Distributed computational resources

often serve a large community of users; as a result, resource contention can lead to

nontrivial delays in the job start time. Indeed, in the case of batch queue systems,

the amount of time a job waits in the queue is highly variable and may be longer than

the execution time of the job [5]. Arguably, for many research projects this delay,

while inconvenient, is not critical. For some computational problems, however, the

results are needed to help make critical decisions within a strict deadline. Complet-

ing such computations after the deadline may render the results effectively useless.

This set of urgent computing problems can be formally defined as follows.

Definition An urgent computation is one that meets all three of the following re-

quirements:

1. The computation operates under a strict deadline after which the computa-

tional results may have little practical value.

2. The onset of the event that necessitates the computation is unpredictable.

3. The computation requires significant resource usage.

The first requirement is the primary difference between urgent computing and the

majority of computation that occurs in distributed computing. The deadline requires

that these computations access the necessary resources as quickly and efficiently as

possible. The unpredictable onset requirement stipulates that reserving resources in

advance is not a suitable solution. The last requirement specifies that the compu-

tation must require a significant amount of resources in order to meet the deadline.

For example, if the application is able to complete in a few minutes on a desktop

computer, there is little need to use a large distributed computing resource. Severe

weather modeling (e.g., tornados [6], hurricanes [7]) is one example of urgent com-

puting. Such simulations may be used to guide the evacuation of residents in the
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targeted areas. In these scenarios, the computational results must be produced and

analyzed early in the severe weather event in order to affect the response. Further ex-

amples of urgent computing scenarios occur in tracking urban airflow contaminants,

wildfire and patient-specific medical treatment [8].

In order to fulfill the requirements of urgent computing, two basic approaches can be

used. First, the users of an urgent computing application can purchase, configure,

and maintain all of the necessary resources (i.e., computational, network, and stor-

age). In such a scenario, the group would then have the ability to completely control

the availability of the resources in an urgent computing event. In fact, the group

could require the resources to serve only their urgent computing needs. However,

such an approach is prohibitive in terms of both cost and utilization. Because typical

urgent computing events are rare, the resources would be idle for the majority of the

time. For those urgent computing events that occur at a high frequency, owning and

controlling the necessary resources are a more tenable solution. In such cases of high

frequency, the application group has ultimate control over the resources, and ensur-

ing that urgent computations get access to the necessary resources in a timely fashion

becomes simpler, assuming they have sufficient resources to handle the load.

The other approach is to utilize the existing HPC and distributed computing infras-

tructure. This approach dramatically reduces the cost and underutilization draw-

backs but introduces a new challenge, namely, integrating the necessary mechanisms

to support urgent computing within the pre-existing infrastructure. Furthermore,

this approach entails both technical challenges (e.g., how to implement elevated pri-

orities) and social challenges (e.g., who receives urgent computing access, how are

“normal” users of the resources compensated if their jobs are impacted).

The current distributed computing infrastructure provides little support for urgent

computing. Urgent computing users require efficient and prompt access to the nec-
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essary resources. Submitting urgent jobs into a batch queue as one would under

normal circumstances is not sufficient given the variable and potentially significant

delay. Because results produced after the deadline may be useless, an urgent comput-

ing application group may decide—in an effort to not “waste” resource usage—not

to submit their jobs if it is unlikely that the deadline will be met. With the current

infrastructure, when an urgent computing event occurs, the necessary resources are

made available in an ad hoc manner. Typically, this involves the principal investiga-

tor contacting the administrator of a computational resource and describing the need

and required resources. The administrator then decides whether to meet the request.

If the administrator does agree to the request, the administrator then is responsible

for making sure all of the jobs related to the urgent computing event are scheduled on

the resource appropriately. Not only does this method require the intervention and

supervision of the resource administrator at the targeted resource, the administrator

also represents a single point of failure if the administrator is unreachable or unable

to provide the elevated priority to the urgent computing tasks. Furthermore, the

urgent computing application group may be interested in several resources, each of

which belong to distinct administrative domains with their own administrators and

policies. In an urgent computing event, when time is critical, this situation is an

unnecessary barrier to providing the workflows with the required resources.

1.1 Problem Statement

The purpose of this dissertation is to answer the following question:

What combination of management mechanisms, policies, and tools is needed in order

to support urgent computing on supercomputers, clusters and computational clouds?
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In order to answer this question, the minimum requirements of an urgent comput-

ing infrastructure (i.e., the combination of management mechanisms, policies and

tools) must be identified. This dissertation seeks to answer the questions associ-

ated with each requirement, as well as propose and evaluate possible solutions. The

requirements are as follows.

1. Session Management: An urgent computing workflow may include multiple

jobs. For example, a severe weather simulation may consist of a large num-

ber of workflows computing over slightly different input parameters. These

workflows make up an ensemble, the results of which are then analyzed as a

whole. As such, elevated priority should not be available solely on a per job

basis. Rather, there should be a window of time (i.e., a session) during which

urgent jobs may be submitted and receive elevated priority on the targeted

resources. Furthermore, the ability to initiate an urgent computing session

should be easily transferrable, in order to avoid a single point of failure. Ques-

tions to be considered include the following: What rights and permissions are

associated with an urgent computing session? How and when do users and re-

source providers agree upon those rights? The session management mechanism

proposed by this research is described in detail in Chapter 2.1.

2. User Management: An urgent computing session allows certain users to sub-

mit high priority jobs to a small subset of resources. But, how is the identity of

a single user managed across multiple resource types that span multiple admin-

istrative domains? Furthermore, what are the rights authorized to an urgent

computing user? That is, does the authorization to submit an urgent job at an

elevated priority also authorize the user to access a resource under normal (i.e.,

nonurgent) conditions? Are the users who have the ability to submit elevated

priority jobs the same as the users who have the ability to initiate an urgent
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computing session? The proposed user management scheme is presented in

Chapter 2.2.

3. Policy Management: Thus far, urgent computing has been described as en-

abling certain users to submit jobs with an elevated priority. But, what are

the elevated priority policies, and who is authorized to access them? For batch

queue resources, example policies might include preempting currently running

jobs, moving the job to the top of the queue (i.e., next-to-run), or simply

elevating the priority of the job before it is placed in the batch queue. For

network resources, a policy could include reserving a channel of bandwidth in

order to achieve a higher throughput on data transfers. Questions to be an-

swered include the following: How are these policies decided and implemented

at a given resource? How do these policies affect normal usage of the resource?

How are policies validated to ensure they are implemented correctly? The pro-

posed elevated priority policies, along with details on how they are selected,

implemented and validated are discussed in Chapters 2.3–2.5. An evaluation

of their utility is presented in Chapter 3 (batch computational resources) and

Chapter 4 (cloud computational resources).

4. Resource Management: Urgent computing applications may require differ-

ent types of resources. One application may be suited for an HPC batch queue

resource, whereas another may be suited for resources that support coarse-

grained parallelism such as from computational clouds or Condor pools [9].

An urgent computing infrastructure should include different types of compu-

tational resources in order to serve different types of applications. In addition,

some urgent applications may require the transfer of large amounts of data.

In such cases, file staging may be responsible for a large portion of a work-

flow’s total turnaround time. Thus, network bandwidth may be a resource

of interest for some urgent applications. This dissertation focuses on compu-
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tational resources, although preliminary research has also begun to examine

network bandwidth as a resource. Furthermore, recent research collaborations

have also begun looking into data storage as a resource [10, 11]. The types of

computational resources that should support urgent computing are discussed

in Chapter 2.3.

5. Resource Selection: During an urgent computing event, the user is con-

cerned primarily with having a computation complete prior to a given dead-

line. However, the user may have the choice of several resources on which to

submit a workflow, and each resource may support multiple elevated prior-

ity policies. Thus, the user is interested in how to configure an application

(i.e., specification of input/output repositories, computational resources, and

associated urgent computing policy) such that the application has the greatest

probability of meeting the deadline. Simply providing a user with the option

of several resources to which jobs can be submitted at elevated priority does

not mean that it is clear which resource the user should choose. An urgent

computing infrastructure should attempt to aid the user in resource selection

by determining which resources and policies provide the greatest likelihood of

meeting a given deadline. In addition, other strategies can be implemented in

order to increase the likelihood that the deadline will be met, such as specu-

lative execution (i.e., initiating replica instances of the workflow on separate

resources in hopes that at least one satisfies the deadline). A prototype tool for

urgent computing resource selection is detailed in Chapter 3, which includes

the results from a case study evaluation. Chaper 4 includes case study results

for expanding the resource selection methods to include cloud resources.
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1.2 Related Work

Several computing paradigms are of interest to urgent computing. First, there is on-

demand computing (also commonly referred to as “utility computing” because users

are often only charged for the services they consume), which originally was envisioned

primarily as a business-related model. With on-demand computing, customers are

able to lease whatever computational infrastructure they need with the ability to add

or subtract capacity on the fly [12] (i.e., on demand). Often, this form of computing

makes use of virtualization, which hides the underlying hardware details from the

user. In terms of urgent computing, on-demand computing is appealing because an

urgent computing application group does not need to purchase and maintain the

resources needed to execute an application. However, most on-demand computing

facilities appear ill-suited for urgent applications that currently run on HPC systems

because they lack the high-speed interconnects required for significant communica-

tion between parallel tasks. Recent work has examined Amazon’s EC2 [4] with regard

to scientific computing and HPC. A group from the University of Washington cre-

ated a “virtual compute cluster” on top of Amazon’s EC2[13]. The performance of

their experimental application demonstrated comparable scaling to what the authors

found on a physical cluster, though results were shown only up to eight processors.

Additionally, the case study application was “moderately coupled.” While these re-

sults are promising, they do not alleviate fears about how significantly larger and

more tightly coupled applications would perform on a virtual cluster compared with

a physical HPC system. Others have examined the use of Amazon EC2 with regard

to HPC [14] and found that the current limitations in the cloud for networking and

memory greatly reduce the feasibility of HPC on the cloud. However, the benefits

of increasing computational capacity on the fly still make on-demand computing an

intriguing paradigm to consider for urgent computing applications that are suitable

for the environment.
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Another paradigm that shares many traits with urgent computing is real-time com-

puting. In this paradigm, the overall correctness of the system relies on the cor-

rectness of the result produced and the time at which the results are produced [15].

Examples of real-time computing systems include flight control systems, robotics,

and automotive applications. The time scale for the typical real-time computing

system is much smaller than in urgent computing, where the execution phase of the

computations may last several hours or longer. Two types of real-time computing

can be distinguished: hard and soft [16]. In hard real-time computing, missing the

deadline for a task could result in “catastrophic consequences to the environment,”

whereas soft real-time computing refers to systems in which meeting the deadline is

preferred, but failing to do so does not adversely affect the environment or correct

system behavior. Urgent computing falls in between these two areas, since missing

a deadline does not adversely affect the environment, but the value of the computa-

tion is tied directly to meeting the given deadline. Urgent computing applications are

typically used to aid in making critical decisions (i.e., they are not solely in control of

the response)—if the computations do not complete in time, those critical decisions

are still made but are made without the help of the computational results. However,

if the urgent computing task has little chance of meeting its deadline, then there

may be little reason to execute the task, since the decision-making window would

have already ended. Additionally, in real-time computing, one of the most important

attributes is the predictability of whether all time-constrained tasks will be satisfied.

This characteristic is also important for urgent computing, though it becomes more

challenging in the distributed computing environment when heterogeneous hardware,

best-effort batch queuing, and multiple resource access policies are introduced. A

final difference with real-time computing is that real-time systems are often complete

systems designed specifically with the real-time tasks in mind. In contrast, this re-

search examines urgent computing workflows that share the pre-existing distributed

computing infrastructure, which is not a real-time system.
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Considerable research has been done in the area of Grid resource selection [17, 18, 19,

20, 21]. Many of the same characteristics exist between the Grid resource selection

problem and the urgent computing resource selection problem, For example, the

users are interested in selecting a resource from a pool of potential resources that

may belong to distinct administrative domains. Furthermore, the potential resources

may have distinct hardware and their own runtime environment. In both cases, the

user is faced with the challenging decision of selecting the resource (or resources) best

suited for an application while also considering factors such as resource load and the

cost of transferring the data to the chosen resource. However, the urgent computing

resource selection problem is further complicated by the fact that each resource may

have multiple urgent computing policies in place that affect the execution and/or

allocation (e.g., batch queue) delay. Additionally, many of the current approaches

to the Grid resource selection problem seek simply to reduce the total turnaround

time (or some aspect of the total turnaround time, such as execution delay). This

approach ignores the question of deadline feasibility—which is the integral question

facing urgent computing users. One of the purposes of this research is to identify and

evaluate a set of methods and heuristics that generate a probabilistic upper bound on

the total turnaround time. This bound can then guide an urgent computing user in

selecting a combination of resources and policies that provide them with the greatest

chance of meeting a given deadline.
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Chapter 2

An Urgent Computing Framework: Introducing SPRUCE

As detailed in the problem statement, a framework for urgent computing must man-

age users, resources, elevated priority policies, and sessions. To that end, the Special

PRiority and Urgent Computing Environment (SPRUCE) is a prototype framework

for urgent computing [22, 23]. The primary responsibility of the framework is to

authorize certain users the ability to access certain resources at an elevated priority

during an urgent computing event. This chapter presents the design and implemen-

tation of SPRUCE and discusses how the framework enables urgent computing while

fulfilling the requirements outlined in Chapter 1.1.

2.1 SPRUCE Sessions

One of the primary design goals of SPRUCE is that during an urgent computing

event, the ability to submit elevated priority jobs should be straightforward, efficient

and easily transferrable. To that end, SPRUCE uses simple right-of-way tokens as

an authorization mechanism. Tokens are unique 16-character strings (see Figure 2.1)

issued to application groups who have been granted urgent computing status. The

choice of tokens was modeled after the U.S. Government Emergency Telecommuni-

cation Service (GETS) within the Department of Homeland Security [24]. GETS

users, such as emergency response teams (e.g., medical, fire, police), carry wallet-

sized cards with access codes. These access codes can be used to place high-priority

telephone calls during a disaster when land- and cell-based lines are jammed.
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A SPRUCE token represents a single urgent computing session (see Figure 2.2) as

each token is associated with the following attributes: (1) a set of users who will be

able to submit elevated priority jobs, (2) a set of resources that will accept elevated

priority requests from those users, (3) a maximum urgency level that corresponds

to the elevated priority policies that the associated resources will make available to

the associated users, and (4) the duration of the urgent computing session. Thus,

tokens represent agreements between resources and urgent computing users. All the

attributes (except for the set of users) are negotiated and agreed upon before a token

is created and handed off to the application group. Thus, when an urgent computing

event occurs, a session can be initiated and users may begin immediately submitting

elevated priority jobs. The application group is responsible for selecting the set of

users to associate with the session. Users can be added or removed from a session at

any time—even after an urgent computing session has begun. This approach ensures

that during an urgent computing event, the availability of a predetermined set of

team members is not an obstacle to running urgent computing tasks. Again, the

design goal is to remove as many potential obstacles as possible.

Figure 2.1: SPRUCE token, comprising a unique 16-character string.
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Figure 2.2: Example of an urgent computing session. A session is associated with
a set of users and a set of resources. Each resource implements their own urgent
computing policies, not all of which will necessarily be associated with a given session.
The authorized users are allowed to submit at the corresponding elevated priorities
only at the resources associated with the session.

2.2 SPRUCE Users

Because of the level of responsibility and trust inherent in using SPRUCE sessions

appropriately, SPRUCE implicitly defines two types of users: (1) a privileged token

manager and (2) a session team member. The token managers are typically the

high-level personnel of an urgent computing group, such as the principal investigator.

These are the users who negotiate the token attributes with the targeted resource

administrators and to whom the tokens are issued. The token values should be

protected because they are not tied to any particular user (i.e., anyone who knows

the token value can initiate an urgent computing session). The token manager is

the user ultimately responsible for deciding whether an urgent computing session

is necessary and for adding or removing team members to the session. The team

members are the users who are responsible for submitting the urgent tasks to the
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targeted resources. They do not need to know the token value, only that they are

associated with an active urgent computing session. The rights and responsibilities

of the token manager and team member are summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Rights and responsibilities of the token manager and team member sup-
ported within SPRUCE.

Right/Responsibility Token Manager Team Member
Negotiate token attributes with resources x

Initiate urgent computing session x
Add/remove users from session x
Submit urgent computing job x

SPRUCE does not authorize or authenticate users to access a resource; the team

member must already be able to access the resource under normal conditions and

submit jobs. Many computational resources utilize an application and approval pro-

cess for new users that may take several days (or longer) to be finalized. By requiring

that the user be preauthorized on the resource, SPRUCE is responsible only for au-

thorizing trusted users of the resource to submit tasks at an elevated priority. That

is, a user will not be able to submit a job at an elevated priority if that user is

not authorized to access the resource normally. In order to support a wide variety

of resource types, team members associate an identity with a SPRUCE token. All

the resources and users associated with a single session should be within a single

virtual organization (VO) such that the resources and user identities are unique. A

user’s identity should correspond to the authentication mechanism employed by that

virtual organization. For instance, resources that are part of the TeraGrid identify

users by a Distinguished Name (DN). Thus, urgent computing users who wish to use

TeraGrid resources would have their DNs associated with the tokens. Other possible

identities include Unix or cloud usernames. Creating an urgent computing session

that spans virtual organizations (e.g., TeraGrid and a Eucalyptus cloud resource)

can be achieved by creating separate tokens for each VO.
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2.3 Computational Resources

Resource administrators who wish to participate within the SPRUCE framework and

support urgent computing on their computational resources have two responsibilities

before they are able to start issuing tokens. First, they must decide which elevated

priority policies they plan to support. A key design feature in SPRUCE is that re-

sources are allowed to decide locally how they will support urgent computing rather

than being forced to support a predetermined set of policies. This feature was imple-

mented in the hope that more resources will adopt SPRUCE, increasing the number

and types of resources available to urgent computing users. The second task for the

resource administrator is to implement the selected elevated priority policies. Typi-

cally, computational resources have a resource manager that manages user access to

the resource. For batch computational resources (i.e., clusters or supercomputers),

example resource managers are Portable Batch System(PBS) [25], LoadLeveler [26]

or Cobalt [27]. These systems provide resource administrators with many features

including the ability to schedule and assign priorities to user submitted jobs. Thus,

the urgent computing policies selected by a resource administrator will be imple-

mented within the resource manager. In cloud provisioning software, the resource

manager functionality is built within the provisioning software. For example, in the

Eucalyptus[28, 29] cloud provisioning software, the resource manager functionality is

distributed across the three main software components: the cloud, cluster, and node

controllers.

Once these two tasks are completed, a computational resource is ready for urgent

computing. The resource administrators maintain ultimate control over their re-

source. These administrators have the ability to create, issue, and expire tokens.

Resource administrators also decide how to distribute tokens (e.g., which applica-

tion groups receive them, how many tokens each group receives). Further, they decide
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which elevated priority policies each application group will have access to during an

urgent computing event. That is, a resource is not required to make all supported

elevated priority policies available to all urgent computing groups.

2.4 Elevated Priority Policies

SPRUCE enables urgent computing through the elevated priority policies available

at participating resources. The primary purpose of these policies is to provide faster

access to the resource to urgent computing users. As mentioned in the previous

section, SPRUCE allows individual resource administrators to select the elevated

priority policies that their resources will support. In SPRUCE, a user requests an

elevated priority at a resource by submitting a task with a color-coded urgency (i.e.,

red = critical, orange = high, yellow = medium), signifying the relative importance

of the task. Resources map urgencies to specific policies. As mentioned previously,

tokens are created with a maximum urgency level attribute, giving resource admin-

istrators the ability to limit the policies available to a given set of users.

Different resource types may support different elevated priority policies. Table 2.2

describes the policies that resources have supported within SPRUCE. In general,

these policies are listed in ascending order in terms of their negative impact on other

users of the resource. This dissertation focuses on the batch and cloud computational

resources and their associated policies. The elevated priority and next-to-run policies

affect a job’s position in a job queue. The preemption policy kills currently running

jobs or virtual machines (VM) in order to free up resources for an urgent task. The

cloud policies also include limiting access to the cloud to urgent users (i.e., refusing

all nonurgent requests), a VM quality-of-service (QoS) policy that dynamically re-

duces the amount of physical resources allocated to nonurgent running VMs and the

migration or suspension of nonurgent VMs. For network bandwidth as a resource,
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collaborative research has begun looking at the use of dynamic VLANs to guarantee

minimum bandwidth between two end hosts.

Table 2.2: The resource policies that have been supported by SPRUCE resources. For
each resource type, the policies are listed in ascending order according to the negative
impact on other users of the shared resource. For instance, in batch resources,
preempting a currently running job is more disruptive than displacing a job in the
batch queue.

Computational Resources Network Resources
Batch Condor Pools Clouds

Elevated Priority Elevated Priority Urgent Access Only Dynamic VLAN
Next-to-run Preemption VM QoS
Preemption Migration

Suspension
Preemption

2.5 Warm Standby

For an application or workflow to be ready for urgent computing, the application

must be “frozen” in a ready-to-run state on all the targeted resources. In an urgent

computing event, there is no time to port the application to a new resource or

to debug or tune the application. In terms of SPRUCE, such an application is

said to be in “warm standby.” In a Grid environment, many potential large-scale

computational resources may be available. Part of the initial warm standby process

includes selecting a small set of resources that are well suited for the given application.

Furthermore, the warm standby process includes periodic testing of the application

on the selected resources. These tests ensure that no underlying changes have been

made in the distributed computing infrastructure (e.g., changes to the computational

resource runtime environment or to the function of needed GridFTP servers). In

addition to validating an urgent application, the warm standby process applies to
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the urgent computing resources. In particular, the elevated priority policies at each

resource must be periodically tested to ensure that the resource is still functioning

properly. Besides validating the policies and applications, this periodic testing helps

build up some of the necessary history that is used by the resource selection tool

(see Chapter 3). Overall, the warm standby process is analogous to how fire drills

periodically test the mechanisms and processes that will be used in the case of a

fire.

2.6 SPRUCE Technical Details

The SPRUCE framework is built entirely on open-source software (see Figure 2.3).

Internally, the SPRUCE system comprises two main components. First is a central-

ized server and database that maintains the SPRUCE state (i.e., tokens and their

associated attributes). The central server hosts a web services stack and two web

portals (an administrative portal and a user portal). The web services stack provides

two web service packages, outlined in Table 2.3. The two web portals hosted by the

centralized server are an administrative portal and a user portal. The administrative

portal allows resource and site administrators to view and create tokens that are

associated with their resources. This portal also allows administrators to view all

the successful (and unsuccessful) attempts to submit elevated priority jobs. The user

portal utilizes the user services web service package to enable users to manipulate

and view their urgent computing session. All the functionality available in the user

portal is available via a web service interface so that it may be seamlessly integrated

into an application group’s own portals or workflows.

The second component of the SPRUCE system is the collection of scripts and job

manager modules installed at the participating resources. The job manager’s sched-

uler must be modified to implement the appropriate policies. The job manager must
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Figure 2.3: Internal architecture of SPRUCE.

Table 2.3: The two SPRUCE web service packages and their functionality.
Package Service Description

User Services getTokenInfo() Return attributes of a token
(only available to token managers).

addUserToToken() Add user to token (only available
to token managers).

removeUserFromToken() Remove user from token
(only available to token managers).

activateToken() Start an urgent computing session
(only available to token managers).

checkTokenTime() Return time remaining on an active
urgent computing session (only
available to token managers).

getUserInfo() Return information on any activated
urgent computing sessions for a
given user.

Submit Filter authenticate() Authenticate a request for an urgent
computing task.
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also be modified to include a web service invocation to the SPRUCE Validation Ser-

vice. This call authenticates that the user submitting the urgent computing request

is associated with an activated urgent computing session on the given resource at

the urgency requested. If the request is authenticated, then the request is handed

off to the job scheduler. The job managers that have been successfully modified to

support SPRUCE are listed in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Job managers that have been successfully been modified to support
SPRUCE.

Job Manager
Cobalt
Globus

LoadLeveler / Catalina
LSF
SGE

Torque / MOAB
Condor

Eucalyptus

2.7 User Workflow

An example of a typical SPRUCE user workflow is presented in Figures 2.4 and 2.5.

Figure 2.4 shows the workflow for a token manager. Typically, some sort of trigger

signifies the onset of an urgent computing event. The first responder (i.e., token

manager) decides whether an urgent computing session is necessary. If a session is

necessary, the token manager activates an urgent computing session by submitting

a token to the SPRUCE server.

Figure 2.5 depicts the workflow for a SPRUCE team member. Once a team mem-

ber is notified that he is part of an urgent computing session (either by the token
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manager or by checking his status with the SPRUCE server), the team member se-

lects which urgent computing resource to submit his urgent tasks and includes the

urgency parameter along with the submission. The job manager then authenticates

the request with the SPRUCE server via a web service call. If the authentication

succeeds, the job is scheduled appropriately on the resource.

Figure 2.4: SPRUCE workflow for a token manager.

Figure 2.5: SPRUCE workflow for a team member.
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Chapter 3

Resource Selection for Urgent Computing

Once the decision to activate an urgent computing session is made, the user is faced

with the challenging problem of resource selection, that is, which resource or com-

bination of resources offers the greatest likelihood of meeting the specified deadline.

One method to determine the feasibility of meeting a deadline is to generate a prob-

abilistic upper bound on the total turnaround time, which consists of the delay

incurred for any file staging (both input and output), the resource allocation delay

(i.e., batch queue or virtual machine allocation delay), and the execution delay. This

chapter presents an overview of the heuristics and methods of the Advisor, a pro-

totype resource selection tool for urgent computing users, and some experimental

results that demonstrate the utility and effectiveness of the tool.

3.1 Empirical-based Probabilistic Upper Bounds on Total

Turnaround Time

For typical urgent computations, the total turnaround time consists of the four phases

depicted in Figure 3.1. Furthermore, an urgent computation may have many config-

urations. A configuration consists of a single specific instance of an urgent compu-

tation. For example, consider an application that has three potential computational

resources. On each resource it has amassed performance data for runs on 64 and 128

nodes. The application requires one input file that is available from four different

repositories. Each resource supports three elevated priority policies along with the
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default policy (i.e., no SPRUCE). Thus, there are 96 different configurations (3 re-

sources x 2 node specifications x 4 input repositories x 4 policy choices = 96 total

configurations). The user is interested in the probability of meeting a given deadline

for each potential configuration. If multiple configurations offer a high probability of

meeting the deadline, the user may then opt to select a configuration that reduces

the impact on other users of the shared resource (e.g., selecting a next-to-run policy

rather than preemption). On the other hand, if none of the configurations offers a

reasonable probability of meeting the deadline, the user may opt to not submit the

urgent job at all.

Figure 3.1: The four phases of the total turnaround time for an urgent computation:
(1) any necessary input files are staged to the resource; (2) the computation then is
submitted to the targeted resource; (3) the job executes on the resource; and (4) any
output file staging is completed.

For a given configuration, one can calculate an upper quantile on the total turnaround

time, which serves as a probabilistic upper bound. For instance, if the 0.95 quantile

for the delay is 100,000 seconds, then there is a 95% chance that the delay will be
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less than 100,000 seconds. To evaluate the usefulness of these upper bounds, one

must consider both the correctness and the accuracy of the bounds. The accuracy

represents the “tightness” of the bound whereas the correctness signifies whether

the bound was exceeded. For the above example using an upper bound of 100,000

seconds, imagine that n trials are conducted where each trial has a delay less than

100,000 seconds, and the average delay is 100 seconds, with little variability. Then,

the upper bound is correct in that the bound was greater than the measured delay

for at least 95% of the trials. Clearly, however, the bound is not accurate.

Each of the individual phases of the total turnaround time (see Figure 3.1) may

be bounded individually: input file staging delay (quantile IQ corresponds to an

upper bound IB ), resource allocation delay (RQ, RB), execution delay (EQ, EB),

and output file staging delay (OQ, OB ). In the simple case where each of these

phases is independent (i.e., no overlap), a bound on the total turnaround time can

be computed as follows:

Upper IQ x RQ x EQ x OQ quantile corresponding to a bound of

IB +RB + EB +OB .

This composite quantile is conservative in that the composite quantile is at least the

product of the individual quantiles. In reality, this value represents the probability

that all four upper bounds are satisfied individually. For example, if each of the four

individual phases is bounded by an upper 0.95 quantile, then the composite quantile

is the upper 0.815 quantile. This corresponds to a probabilistic upper bound that

there is an 81.5% chance all four individual phase upper bounds are satisfied. Clearly,

if each individual bound is correct, then the sum of the individual delays will be less

than the composite upper bound as well. However, this composite quantile does not

include the situation where at least one of the individual bounds is satisfied as well

as the composite bound. This occurs when the overprediction of the satisfied bound
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compensates for the underprediction of the individual bound or bounds that are

exceeded. In the context of urgent computing, this conservativeness is acceptable,

as it is better to err on the conservative side in order to reduce the chances that the

results are produced after the deadline.

3.1.1 Input and Output File Staging Bounds Prediction (IQ, IB and

OQ, OB)

The underlying method for bounding the input and output file staging delays (phases

1 and 4 in Figure 3.1) is the same. However, the predicted upper bound for the out-

put file staging delay suffers from an inherent obstacle, namely, that the predictions

are based off of recent observed bandwidth measurements but the actual file transfers

will not occur until later (i.e., after the conclusion of the input file staging, resource

allocation, and execution phases). The greater the span of time between the pre-

diction and actual transfer, the greater the probability that the bandwidth behavior

may have changed. Part of this research examines how these prediction methods

fare in a case study application (presented later in this chapter) where the output

file staging occurs 2–15 hours after the predictions are made.

The Network Weather Service (NWS) [30] provides the necessary functionality to

periodically measure the bandwidth between a source and destination and to pre-

dict the expected bandwidth [31]. Furthermore, a probabilistic upper bound can

be created for some measurement streams by using the mean square error (MSE)

as a sample variance of a normal distribution and then calculating the upper confi-

dence interval. For example, one can calculate the upper 95% confidence interval as

forecast+1.64∗
√
MSE. In one experiment, however, complications arose while try-

ing to predict the bandwidth achieved for GridFTP transfers using the TCP-based

NWS probes. In many cases, particularly involving sources and destinations that
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were part of the TeraGrid [32] that exhibited high bandwidth rates, the probes were

unable to match the bandwidth behavior achieved by the GridFTP transfers. For

an example of this problem, see Figure 3.2. Here, the transfers exhibit much more

variability and a higher peak bandwidth. The transfers also exhibit a more bimodal

appearance. Moreover, the probes and transfers both appeared to be traveling the

same path from source to destination, and modest attempts at scaling up the probe

size were not helpful.

In another experiment, the size of the file used in the GridFTP transfers was modi-

fied to match the size of the probes. In Figure 3.3, the results of one such experiment

are shown. As before, the transfers exhibit a bimodal behavior and a higher peak

bandwidth. One tool that was useful in comparing the bandwidth series was ts comp

[33]. This tool uses techniques that remove differences in shift and scale while com-

paring one time series with another. In many cases, however, the tool was unable to

report a similarity matching between a probe series and the corresponding GridFTP

transfer series.

This experimental data clearly indicates that the small TCP-based probes used

by NWS are unable to match the behavior of GridFTP transfers. As a result, a

GridFTP probe framework was implemented that periodically measures the band-

width between the source and destinations by probes via GridFTP. These probes

were individually tuned for each source-destination pair until the probe bandwidth

and transfer bandwidth were similar. The GridFTP framework produced results

that more closely matched the behavior of the actual GridFTP transfers. An NWS

installation is used to track each probe series and generate the necessary probabilistic

bounds based on those measurements.
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Figure 3.2: On the left is the bandwidth achieved by 1,049 2-MB TCP-based probes
between a University of Indiana input source and TeraGrid resource located at the
National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) in Illinois. On the right
are the corresponding GridFTP transfers of a 171-MB file.
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Figure 3.3: On the left is the bandwidth achieved by 154 2-MB TCP-based probes
between the Indiana input source and an NCSA TeraGrid resource. On the right are
the corresponding GridFTP transfers of a 2-MB file.
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3.1.2 Resource Allocation Bounds Prediction (RQ, RB)

The resource allocation delay (phase 2 of Figure 3.1) represents the amount of delay

between when a job request is sent to a resource and when the job is ready to begin

execution. In a batch computational resource, this delay corresponds to the queue

delay; in a cloud computational resource, this delay corresponds to the amount of

time necessary to allocate all the requested virtual machines. The urgent computing

policies supported by SPRUCE all target the resource allocation phase. In batch

resources the policies seek to reduce the delay, whereas in cloud resources the policies

are designed to allow priority access in situations where nonurgent requests would

be denied. As a result, generating a bound for this phase depends not only on the

current resource load but also on the elevated priority policy. The following methods

and heuristics were designed for batch computational resources. However, some of

the methods also appear to be well suited for cloud resources, and a discussion of

their utility is included in Section 4.2.

In order to generate the probabilistic bounds for the default priority resource allo-

cation delay, the existing Queue Bounds Estimation from Time Series (QBETS) [5]

technology is used. At the heart of the QBETS method is a technique the authors call

the Binomial Method Batch Predictor (BMBP) [34]. In general, the tool works by

examining the batch history for jobs submitted to a particular queue at a resource.

Furthermore, the tool uses clustering and history-trimming techniques to find the

most recent history for similar-sized jobs from which to base the predictions. For

computations that are submitted at a default priority, QBETS can be queried for a

desired upper quantile. The tool supports the upper 0.95, 0.75, and 0.50 quantiles

for a given resource and queue.

Two common policies supported by participating SPRUCE resources are a next-to-

run policy (i.e., urgent job “jumps” to the top of the queue) and preemption. For
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the next-to-run priority, the authors of QBETS have modified their tool in order to

generate bounds for next-to-run jobs. In the modified tool, a Monte Carlo simulation

of next-to-run batch queue delays is conducted based on previously observed batch

queue state. This simulation produces a distribution of next-to-run delays for a

number of different job sizes. From these distributions, the tool predicts bounds on

the next-to-run delay for a job using the same internal software infrastructure as the

original QBETS. Part of the purpose of this research is to validate this method for

the next-to-run priority. Also, it is the first example of using this bounds generator

in the context of resource selection.

For the preemption policy choice, the authors of QBETS have extracted the BMBP

method that is at the heart of QBETS to create a tool that can be applied to an

unknown distribution rather than a time series. This tool is then used to predict

bounds on the preemption delay based on previously observed preemption delays for

similarly sized jobs. This research is the first to attempt to use this method in such

a manner. The method appears to be a good fit because it is nonparametric and

general.

The probabilistic bounds generated for the preemption policy involve a number of

assumptions. For example, it is assumed that enough nodes are available to pre-

empt. In two cases, this assumption may not hold. First, there may not be enough

responsive nodes available to preempt; for example, if a resource has 64 nodes but

10 nodes are down, it will not be able to allocate a preemptive job requesting more

than 54 nodes. Second, depending on the policy, preemptive jobs may not be able to

preempt other preemptive jobs. In this case, a preemptive job will wait in the queue

until enough nodes are freed up by the completion of earlier preemptive jobs. In

such a scenario it is assumed that the bounds predicted will be incorrect. Also, the

preemptive bounds generated by this method assume that a resource is completely

used. In other words, the history used by the method includes only samples of when
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all the requested nodes had to be preempted. In practice, some of the requested

nodes may already be free, resulting in a shorter preemption delay because fewer

nodes are being preempted.

Several situations may arise in which the methods will perform poorly. For example,

consider the case where a resource is idle and the requested nodes are immediately

available. In this situation, a job could be submitted with no SPRUCE urgency

and begin execution almost immediately. However, the bounds generated for the

various policies would most likely be excruciatingly conservative despite the fact

that this scenario is clear from the current state of the resource. This situation

occurs because the above methods generate resource allocation bounds based on

past job history and not on the current queue state. As another example, consider

the situation where it is clear from the queue state that a queue delay may exceed

the predicted upper bound. Such an instance may occur for a default priority job

when a massive job is submitted that requests most of the nodes begins executing

before the urgent computation. For a SPRUCE job, a similar situation arises when

other SPRUCE jobs of the same or higher priority are submitted prior to the job

in question. These situations are a direct result of predictions that are based off of

historical data. While the historical data may provide correct predictions from a

mathematical standpoint, in some cases simple inspection of the current state may

provide additional insight. One example of how this information may be reported to

the urgent computing user is available in the Globus Toolkit [35], which includes the

Monitoring and Discovery Services (MDS) framework [36]. This framework allows

for the current state of participating resources to be discovered via a web service

call. Thus, by examining both the probabilistic bound and the current state of the

resource, a user can ascertain whether such situations exist.
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3.1.3 Execution Bounds Prediction (EQ, EB)

The domain of performance modeling has inspired a significant amount of research.

Creating an accurate performance model is often application-specific and requires

intimate knowledge of the implemented algorithms. For this research, a simple ap-

proach is used to generate the probabilistic bound for the case study application.

Similar to the preemption batch queue bound predictions, the modified BMBP tool

is again used to generate the bounds on the execution delay (phase 3 in Figure 3.1).

As with the preemption bounds predictor, the present research is the first to use this

method to predict an upper bound on execution delay. This approach exploits the

fact that as part of the warm standby process, the urgent application will generate

the necessary performance history. One should note that this simple approach is not

one-size-fits-all, and may not be appropriate for all workflows.

3.1.4 Improving the Composite Quantile and Bound

As mentioned above, the composite quantile is conservative in that it represents the

probability that the delay for each of the individual phases (i.e., file staging, re-

source allocation, and execution) is satisfied. Even when targeting high quantiles for

the individual phases, the composite quantile quickly decreases (e.g., targeting the

0.95 quantiles for input file staging, resource allocation, execution and output file

staging results in the composite 0.815 quantile). However, there are two straight-

forward approaches to improving the composite quantile: overlapping phases of the

total turnaround time or speculative execution. Each of these approaches is briefly

discussed below.

In the above formulation of the composite upper bound, the clause of independence

requires that the four phases occur one at a time (i.e., no overlap). By requiring
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phase independence, however, one ignores a relatively straightforward opportunity

to reduce the composite bound and increase the corresponding quantile. The most

obvious opportunity for overlap occurs with the input file staging and resource alloca-

tion phases when targeting batch resources (see Figure 3.4). Clearly, the application

must be able to handle the situation in which it begins execution before the input

data arrives. A simple solution (though wasteful in terms of unnecessary cycles) is

to have the application idle until the input is available. In this situation, any time

that the application spends in the queue while data is being transferred is an actual

decrease in the overall delay of the total turnaround time. However, the primary ben-

efit is in the calculation of the bound. Consider the following example: for a given

urgent application, the input files have a probability of 0.90 of being transferred in 10

minutes, a probability of 0.95 of being transferred in 20 minutes, and a probability

of 0.99 of being transferred in 30 minutes. Similarly, the job has a probability of

0.75 of beginning execution in 10 minutes, a probability of 0.85 of starting execution

in 20 minutes, and a probability of 0.95 of starting execution in 30 minutes. In the

serial case, one could generate a composite 0.90 quantile by combining the individual

0.95 quantiles; in this case, that is an upper 0.90 quantile of 50 minutes. But, if the

two phases can be overlapped, the bound can be improved. For instance, the 0.95

quantile for allocation and the 0.99 quantile for file staging are both 30 minutes.

Thus, the composite upper bound in this case is actually the 0.94 quantile of 30

minutes. In comparison with the serial case, we decreased the bound (30 minutes

rather than 50 minutes) while increasing the quantile (0.94 versus 0.90). In general,

for two phases that overlap completely (i.e., start at the same time), the composite

upper quantile is the product of the two individual quantiles, and the corresponding

bound is the maximum of the two individual bounds. In this case where the bounds

are not identical, the composite quantile of the overlapped phases is again a conser-

vative approximation in that the probability for the lesser bound does not increase

to take into account the “extra” time the phase has to complete. Using the example
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from above, if the 0.95 quantiles for both phases are selected, the result would be

a composite 0.90 quantile of 30 minutes—even though the file staging phase clearly

has an extra 10 minutes that could be added to the bound and would increase the

associated probability.

Figure 3.4: Timeline for the serial and overlapping phases of an urgent computation.
In I, the phases are serial. In II and III, the input and resource allocation phases
are overlapped. In II, the input phase completes prior to completion of the resource
allocation phase. In III, the resource allocation phase completes prior to the end of
the input file staging phase. In this case, the portion of time from when the resource
allocation phase ends until the input file staging phase ends represents wasted cycles,
where the computation idles until the input is ready.

Nabrzyski et al. [37] suggest speculative execution as a means to increase reliabil-

ity. In terms of urgent computing, submitting multiple, independent configurations

simultaneously can improve the probability of meeting the deadline for at least one

of the configurations. Consider the case where a user simultaneously initiates two

independent configurations of an urgent computation. If the first configuration has

a probability of Pr(config1) of meeting the deadline and the second configuration

has a probability of Pr(config2) of meeting the deadline, the probability that at

least one of the configurations meets the deadline is Pr(config1) + Pr(config2) −
Pr(config1)Pr(config2). This formulation requires that config1 and config2 be

independent events. Specifically, it requires that neither configuration utilize the
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same input repository, computational resource, or output repository. As an exam-

ple, imagine that there are two independent configurations of an urgent application.

The first has a probability of 0.75 of meeting the deadline and the second has a

probability of 0.70 of meeting the deadline. If the configurations are initiated simul-

taneously, then the probability that at least one of them meets the deadline is: 0.75

+ 0.70 - (0.75 * 0.70) = 0.925.

3.1.5 Approximating the Probability of Meeting the Deadline

The above method describes how to generate a conservative composite upper bound

on the total turnaround time for a single configuration of an urgent computation by

calculating the product of the individual phase quantiles. Clearly, one can create

different composite quantiles and bounds by predicting different quantiles for any of

the individual phases. To calculate an approximate composite quantile corresponding

to the desired deadline, one can find the combination of individual quantiles that

generates the highest composite quantile that corresponds to a bound that is no

greater than the deadline. Because the composite bound consists of the sum of the

individual phase bounds and because some of the methods described above support

only a small subset of quantiles, one may not be able to find a combination that

corresponds exactly to the deadline. Further, even if such a combination exists, a

combination corresponding to a bound less than the deadline may have a higher

predicted quantile. Consider the following example assuming a deadline of six hours:

the resource allocation phase has predicted the 0.75, 0.9 and 0.95 quantiles to be 240

minutes, 270 minutes, and 330 minutes, respectively, and the predicted quantiles for

the execution phase for the 0.90, 0.95, and 0.99 quantiles are 60 minutes, 120 minutes,

and 150 minutes, respectively. Thus, a single composite quantile corresponds to a

bound of six hours. This composite bound consists of the 0.75 allocation bound and
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0.95 execution bound that results in a 0.7125 composite quantile. However, one can

also create a composite bound consisting of the 0.90 quantiles for each phase. This

results in a 0.81 composite quantile for a bound of five and one-half hours. Thus,

this example shows that the highest composite quantile corresponding to a bound

no greater than the deadline should be targeted. The current method implemented

by the SPRUCE resource selection tool is to query a small set of quantiles for each

phase and then consider all possible combinations. The highest composite quantile

with a bound less than the deadline is then associated with the given configuration.

If no such quantile exists, that configuration may be ignored because the predicted

probability of meeting the deadline is small. Then, the remaining configurations are

presented to the user with their associated probabilities, allowing the user to select

which configuration(s) to initiate.

3.1.6 Limitations of the Composite Bounds

The composite upper bounds generated for this research have a number of limita-

tions. First, an urgent computation is assumed to consist of a traditional parallel

code rather than a workflow comprising multiple interacting components that execute

simultaneously on distinct resources. Second, the probabilistic bounds that are gen-

erated correspond to the probability of a single instance of the urgent computation.

These bounds are not valid for multiple instances of the configuration. For example,

if a user simultaneously submits 100 instances of a single urgent computation config-

uration, the bound is not valid for all the instances. In such a scenario, the inherent

correlation is not addressed by the predicted bounds. This situation is different from

the speculative execution scenario in which independent configurations are submitted

simultaneously; in the latter case, there is little, if any, correlation.
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3.2 Resource Selection Case Study

In order to evaluate the Advisor methods for generating composite upper bounds on

the total turnaround time, a set of experiments were conducted by using FLASH [1]

as a sample scientific simulation. FLASH is a modular, multiphysics, adaptive-mesh

astrophysics code developed at the University of Chicago Astrophysics Department.

It is used to study a variety of astrophysical phenomena and has scaled on some of the

largest high-performance computing systems in the world. The “cellular” problem

used for this research involves the material flows during nuclear burning. The case

study application executes 1,000 time steps using eight levels of mesh refinement.

While FLASH may not be an ideal urgent computing application, it was selected

because it is an example of a well-known scientific computing code with a high level

of local expertise (i.e., University of Chicago).

For this case study, the FLASH code was ported to the three TeraGrid resources listed

in Table 3.1, which served as the set of potential urgent resources. In order to seed

the execution bounds predictor for each resource, 100 trials of the application were

completed on each resource, and the corresponding execution delays (as reported by

the various batch queue logs) were recorded.

Table 3.1: The three computational resources for the case study application.
Name Processor Type Nodes CPUs

UC/ANL IA-64 Itanium 2 Madison (1.3/1.5 GHz) 62 124
Mercury (fastcpu) Itanium 2 (1.5 GHz) 631 1262

Tungsten Intel Xeon (3.5 GHz) 1280 2560

Although the FLASH simulation did not require any file staging, this requirement

was artificially added to the case study in order to create a full urgent computa-

tion that consists of all four phases of delay (i.e., input file staging, batch queue,

execution and output file staging). The data movement requirements were loosely
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modeled after the requirements of a Linked Environments for Atmospheric Discovery

(LEAD) [38] workflow. The LEAD project was one of the first users of the SPRUCE

framework and has integrated the ability to activate an urgent computing session

and submit urgent jobs into the LEAD project web portal. For the case study, a 3.9

GB input file is required prior to execution. The input data is available via GridFTP

from two locations, the University of Indiana and the University Corporation for At-

mospheric Research (UCAR). The (artificial) output data is similarly sized and must

be transferred to a server at the University of Indiana.

The results of the case study were promising, and several of the experiments are

described below. A complete discussion of all experiments that were part of the case

study is included in a previous paper [39].

3.2.1 Default Priority

The first experiment examined the accuracy and correctness of the predicted bounds

for the default priority (i.e., no SPRUCE). The purpose of this experiment was to

highlight some of the problems with predicting allocation delay on batch resources,

as well as to provide a baseline of performance for subsequent experiments utilizing

the elevated priority policies. The configurations for this experiment are given in

Table 3.2. For each of the four individual phases, the 0.95 quantile was generated,

resulting in a composite upper 0.815 quantile (i.e., 0.954 = 0.815).

The composite upper bounds and actual delays from the three configurations are

depicted in Figure 3.5. For the UC/ANL IA-64 resource, the predicted bounds

experience a significant drop midway through the experiment and closely follow the

actual delays (see Figure 3.5). This result is caused by the underutilization of the

resource. In this experiment, 72 of the 99 completed runs experience a queue delay
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Table 3.2: Configurations for the default priority policy case study. All three re-
sources are part of the TeraGrid, with the UC/ANL resource located at the Univer-
sity of Chicago and Mercury and Tungsten housed at NCSA. Because the UC/ANL
resource is much smaller, the application runs on fewer nodes. A server at the Uni-
versity of Indiana serves as the input/output repositories.

Resource (nodes / ppn)
UC/ANL IA-64 (16 / 2)

Mercury (32 / 2)
Tungsten (32 / 2)

Figure 3.5: Predicted upper 0.815 quantile versus the actual delay achieved by the
configurations using the Indiana input source and default priority for the UC/ANL
IA-64, Mercury and Tungsten resources. Note the different scales between the
UC/ANL resource and Mercury/Tungsten.
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of one second or less. In addition, much of the time the only job queued on the

resource was the case study job. These factors combined to create a bias in the

predicted bounds because the stream of case study jobs was submitted during a

period of low activity on the resource. Hence, a change point in the batch queue

delay time series was detected by QBETS, and the predicted delays were dramatically

reduced. However, the data still shows that the predicted upper bound is serving its

purpose in that the target probability of overall success is being met.

The results of the individual phase upper bounds as well as the overall bounds are

summarized in Table 3.3, and the overprediction percentage for each phase is listed in

Table 3.4. The success rate of the input file staging bounds for Tungsten is only 88%.

Several factors contributed to this low success rate. First, during the experiments,

the dedicated Tungsten GridFTP server was experiencing problems that would not

allow incoming connections. Hence, few probes were completed, thereby hindering

the bounds predictions. After 15 runs, the experiments were shifted to use the login

nodes as the GridFTP server. While this strategy eliminated the connection problem,

it introduced another: the performance was a lot more variable since the server was

no longer dedicated solely to handling GridFTP traffic. This variability was evident

in the both the probes and the actual transfers.

Table 3.3: Percentage of measurements less than the predicted upper bound for the
configurations using the Indiana input source and default priority. For the individual
phases (i.e., input, queue, execution, and output), the target quantile was 0.95; for
the overall bound, the quantile was 0.815.

Resource Number of Trials Input Queue Execution Output Overall
UC/ANL 99 100% 97% 100% 83% 97%
Mercury 100 99% 99% 93% 86% 100%
Tungsten 100 88% 99% 96% 77% 99%

The upper bounds for the queue phase all exceed their target 95% hit rate. However,

the overprediction percentage clearly shows that the bounds are not very accurate.
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Table 3.4: Percent overprediction for each phase of the configurations using the
Indiana input source and default priority.

Resource Input Queue Execution Output Overall
UC/ANL 7.98% 2,379.09% 7.01% 21.89% 64.95%
Mercury 10.19% 4,468.23% 3.78% 5.29% 1,417.26%
Tungsten 10.57% 4,811.20% 13.03% -4.63% 1,842.43%

This problem arises from the variability in batch queue delays. For example, as

mentioned above, most of the time (72 out of 99 trials) the batch queue delay in the

UC/ANL IA-64 configuration was one second or less. However, three queue delays

were more than 6,900 seconds, including one that lasted over 10,800 seconds. In the

case of Mercury and Tungsten, the overprediction rate is even worse: both exceed

4,000%.

The execution bounds for all three phases do particularly well in terms of correctness

and accuracy. Both the UC/ANL and Tungsten resources exceed the target 95%

success probability, with Mercury performing just below at 93%. The overprediction

rates are also reasonable, at less than 14%. These results indicate that the BMBP tool

is performing well, thus supporting its use as the execution delay bounds predictor

for the FLASH simulation. Again, one of the reasons it was selected was its general

nature. This is highlighted by the UC/ANL resource, which consists of processors

of two different clock speeds (1.5 and 1.7 GHz). As a result, the execution delay is

bimodal, yet these results show not only a 100% success rate but also a very tight

bound.

The results for the output phase are also promising. This phase possesses the inherent

challenge that the bounds predictions are made for the bandwidth based on recent

network measurements but the transfer is not initiated until some point in the future.

Even if no significant queue delay occurs, for this experiment the output phase does

not begin for two to three hours after the predictions are made. And, in the worse
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case, the output phase did not begin until more than 12 hours after the predictions

were made. For the UC/ANL IA-64 resource, all 17 misses (as seen in Table 3.3)

occurred in a span of 18 trials. During this time, there was a problem with the probe

framework, and few probes were getting through. The result was that the bounds

predictions were not adjusting to the current bandwidth. Once the probes began

getting through, the predicted bounds were not exceeded in any of the remaining 70

trials. For Mercury, two of the output transfers actually failed because one of the

GridFTP servers did not allow a connection. The remaining 12 misses were often the

result of making predictions for transfers occurring in the future. This situation was

evident in the data, where often after one of the misses, the prediction for the output

bound of the subsequent trial would see a large increase. This corresponds to the

probes detecting a change in the network bandwidth and adjusting the bounds—

an adjustment that would occur during the trial in question but not be reflected

in the predicted upper bound. In the case of Tungsten, the problems with the

GridFTP servers were previously discussed. Nine of the misses occurred while using

the misbehaving dedicated server, which experienced few probes getting through.

The remainder of the misses occurred while using the more variable login node as

the GridFTP server.

The overall bounds perform well with regard to correctness. Each of the resources

experiences a success rate greater than 96%, whereas the conservative target rate is

only 81.5%. The reason for the success was primarily the overprediction of the batch

queue bounds. Often, the predicted batch queue bound was nearly as large as the

actual delay of the total turnaround time. For these experiments, the overprediction

of the batch queue phase always accounted for the misses in other phases. The

average delay for each configuration along with the average predicted bounds are

presented in Table 3.5. The conservative nature of the bounds is particularly evident
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for Mercury and Tungsten, where the bounds are more than an order of magnitude

larger than the actual delay.

Table 3.5: Average delay and bound (in seconds) for the total turnaround time of
the configurations using the Indiana input source and a default priority.

Resource Average Delay Average Bound
UC/ANL 10,833 17,869
Mercury 8,696 131,951
Tungsten 7,631 148, 233

The results of this experiment indicate that the composite bounds are correct but

not very accurate. The primary reason for the inaccuracy is the overprediction of

the batch queue delay bounds. This is a result of the inherent variability in batch

queue delay that is typical for large, shared batch computational resources. However,

this inaccuracy was also evident in the relatively underused UC/ANL resource. This

overprediction is also an implicit argument for SPRUCE, which aims to reduce batch

queue delay through elevated priority. The elevated priority policies are expected to

provide less variability, which will result in more accurate bounds.

3.2.2 Elevated Priorities

In order to examine the performance of the bounding methods for the elevated pri-

ority policies, the above experiment was replicated with the addition of utilizing

SPRUCE to submit the jobs at an elevated priority. The UC/ANL resource sup-

ports both a next-to-run and a preemption policy. Because the execution bounds

performed so well in the previous experiment, the execution delay was emulated in

this experiment by randomly sampling the execution history. The aim was to avoid

the needless wasting of CPU cycles by continually running the case study applica-

tion. In order to generate valid queue delays, however, a dummy job (hello world)
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was submitted to the batch scheduler requesting the same number of nodes and wall

clock time as before. Once the dummy job finished execution, the execution delay

was sampled, and the case study urgent computation slept for the appropriate time.

For the preemption policy, dummy jobs were first submitted and the preemptive job

was then submitted to the same set of nodes as the dummy job. As was the case in

the default-priority experiments, the 0.95 quantile was predicted for the four indi-

vidual phases, with the resulting composite 0.815 quantile for the total turnaround

time.

The predicted bounds plotted against the actual delay are shown in Figure 3.6. With

both the next-to-run and the preemption policies, the projected bounds are much

tighter than in the previous experiments using the default priority. The results of the

predicted bounds are summarized in Table 3.6, and the overprediction percentage

for each phase is listed in Table 3.7.

Figure 3.6: Predicted upper 0.815 quantile versus the actual delay achieved by the
configuration using the Indiana input source and SPRUCE priorities for the UC/ANL
IA-64 resource. The first plot shows the results for 98 trials using the next-to-run
policy; the second plot shows the results for 109 trials using the preemption policy.
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Table 3.6: Percentage of measurements less than the predicted upper bound for the
configuration using the Indiana input source, next-to-run or preemption policy, and
the UC/ANL resource. For the individual phases (i.e., input, queue, execution, and
output), the target quantile was 0.95; for the overall bound, the quantile was 0.815.

Policy Number of Trials Input Queue Execution Output Overall
Next-to-Run 98 100% 92% 91% 92% 94%
Preemption 109 98% 94% 93% 85% 95%

Table 3.7: Percent overprediction for each phase of the configuration using the Indi-
ana input source, next-to-run or preemption priority, and the UC/ANL resource.

Policy Input Queue Execution Output Overall
Next-to-Run 8.04% 46.37% 4.54% 41.47% 11.27%
Preemption 5.72% 75.08% 4.39% 7.39% 6.45%

With both elevated priority policies, the bounds are much tighter than the bounds

generated for the default priority while retaining their correctness. With the next-

to-run priority, the success rate of the upper bound for the queue phase is just under

92%. However, all of the misses occurred at the beginning of the experiment (in

the first 20 trials). During this time, there was a burst of activity on the resource,

including the submission of 25 8-hour, 8-node jobs. The result was that the next-

to-run jobs would actually have a nontrivial batch queue delay. However, this delay

was smaller than if the case study job had been submitted as a normal job. In

that case, that job would have most likely waited until nearly all of the 8-node jobs

had finished. Also submitted was a single 24-hour job that requested enough nodes

such that the next-to-run job could not begin. In the plot, this corresponds to the

single large spike that occurred when the job waited in the queue for over 13 hours.

In contrast to the next-to-run experiment, there are no large spikes in the overall

delay that exceed the predicted bounds by a large margin for the preemption policy.

The reason is that the preemption policy eliminates some of the variability that can

occur in batch queue delay. Even with the next-to-run policy, in some instances the
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resource was fully used, and the job was queued for a significant amount of time.

It is important to note that with both the next-to-run and the preemption policies,

large batch queue delays can occur if other SPRUCE jobs are currently executing or

queued that are of equal or greater urgency. This situation was not addressed in this

case study, although the Advisor provides a summary of the current queue state to

the user that includes the number of SPRUCE jobs currently running and queued

on the resource.

In all, the results from this experiment demonstrate the correctness and accuracy

of the bounding methods for the next-to-run and preemption policies. Both poli-

cies greatly reduce the overprediction that occurred while generating bounds for the

default priority. The average delays and bounds for three policies on the UC/ANL

resource are listed in Table 3.8. As one would expect, the preemption policy provides

a lower average delay and lower average composite bound than do the next-to-run

and default priorities—despite the fact that all jobs in the preemption experiment

had a nontrivial batch queue delay. However, this delay was much less variable than

with the other priorities. The average delay for the next-to-run policy is actually

greater than the average delay for the default policy. This occurred because of the

underutilization of the resource combined with the burst of activity that was seen

during the next-to-run experiment. The primary benefit from the policies is the

improvement in the composite bound for the elevated priority policies.

Table 3.8: Average delay and predicted bounds (in seconds) for the UC/ANL resource
and the default, next-to-run, and preemption policies. The bounds correspond to the
0.815 composite quantile.

Policy Average Delay Average Composite Bound
Default 10,833 17,869

Next-to-run 11,562 12,966
Preemption 10,350 11,019
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3.3 Resource Selection Conclusions

This chapter presented a set of methods and heuristics for calculating probabilistic

upper bounds on the total turnaround time for an urgent computation. The compos-

ite bounds for the total turnaround time consist of the combination of bounds for the

four typical phases of an urgent computation: input file staging, resource allocation,

execution and output file staging. The method for predicting bounds for both input

and output file staging consists of monitoring the bandwidth between the targeted

end hosts and utilizing the forecasting capabilities of the Network Weather Service

(NWS). While the NWS provides a TCP probe-based network monitoring capability,

this research demonstrated the inability of the TCP probes to accurately reflect the

performance of GridFTP transfers. This situation motivated the development of a

separate probe framework that utilized GridFTP as the underlying protocol. The

case study experiments highlighted the effectiveness of the NWS forecasting capabil-

ity by generating bounds that were both accurate and correct. The primary problems

for the predicted bounds occurred when there was a problem with the probe frame-

work (e.g., misbehaving GridFTP server for one of the end hosts) that resulted in

consecutive probes failing, causing the forecasts to not take into account the most

recent network behavior. The other major obstacle was making predictions for the

output file staging phase that would not occur until some later point in time. Never-

theless, the case study results are promising despite a break of 2–12 hours from when

the predictions were made to when the transfers were initiated. Overall, the com-

bination of the GridFTP framework and the NWS forecasting capability create an

effective method for generating probabilistic bounds for the file staging phases.

In order to create probabilistic bounds for the resource allocation phase, separate

methods were required for each of the elevated priorities. These methods were all

based on the QBETS tool, which generates the bounds for a default submission to
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a batch resource. In the experiments utilizing QBETS, the underlying variability in

batch queue delay resulted in a correct but inaccurate bound. This inaccuracy re-

sulted in a composite upper bound that was more than an order of magnitude larger

than the actual observed delay. This empirical result represents one of the primary

arguments for the need of elevated priority policies for urgent computations on batch

resources—namely, that the variability and inaccurate bounds make it difficult for

users to predict when their computation will begin execution. Both the elevated pri-

ority policies that were a part of the case study—next-to-run and preemption—seek

to reduce the average queue delay and to foster methods for more accurate bound

predictions. Assuming a resource is not underutilized (i.e., a nonempty batch queue),

both policies will, in most cases, allocate the urgent computation onto the resource

faster than if it had been submitted without priority. In the case study experiment,

the next-to-run policy actually had a longer average allocation delay than the default

condition; however, this was caused by the resource’s underutilization. For the large

majority of the case study experiments in both the next-to-run and default condi-

tions, the required nodes were immediately available, resulting in a measured queue

delay of less than one second. However, during the next-to-run condition, a burst of

activity on the resource resulted in a nonempty batch queue.

The greatest observed benefit from the elevated priority policies in the case study

was the significantly improved ability to predict accurate bounds. In both cases,

the policies enabled a different method to be used to generate the predictions that

retained the correctness while significantly increasing the accuracy. In the case of

the next-to-run policy, the method is now interested only in how long similarly

sized jobs would have waited in the past if they had been at the head of the batch

queue. Essentially, this reduces the variability that occurs within the distribution

by reducing the amount of time the job would wait when there is contention for

the resource. Furthermore, in the default case, the average delay is often skewed by
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a small number of outlier cases where increased activity on the resource results in

many jobs waiting in the queue. The effect of some of these outlier scenarios will be

lessened because the next-to-run bounding method effectively ignores the other jobs

waiting in the queue. In the case of the preemption policy, the experiment showed

that despite having a nontrivial cost (on the order several minutes), the delay was

inherently less variable than what has been observed in batch queues. This result is

expected, since preempting currently running jobs does not depend on the current

queue state or how long the jobs that are currently allocated on the resource will

run.

These experiments represent the first known experimentation with the next-to-run

batch queue method in a Grid resource selection capacity. Moreover, this research

is the first to use the BMBP method to generate probabilistic upper bounds for

preemptive allocation delay. The empirical results from the case study indicate that

both methods did a reasonable job in providing both correct and accurate bounds in

both instances.

The case study experiments also utilized the modified BMBP tool that was used to

predict bounds for the preemption policy to predict bounds for the execution delay.

While this may not be a solution for all applications, it was effective with the FLASH

simulation that served as the case study application. In addition, the general nature

of the prediction tool was highlighted in the case of the UC/ANL resource, which

consists of two node types with distinct CPU clock speeds. As a result, the execution

delays for this resource were bimodal, depending on the nodes that were allocated.

However, the bounding method did not have a problem with this bimodality.

This research also introduces a method of creating composite probabilistic bounds

based on individual phase bounds generated from several different methods. These

composite bounds were shown to be correct in all the experiments of the case study
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and were relatively accurate for the bounds using elevated priorities. As a result,

these bounds would provide useful guidance to users in the urgent computing do-

main.
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Chapter 4

Urgent Computing on Cloud Resources

Recently, clouds have emerged as a popular computational resource. In the context

of this research, the term cloud refers to the “infrastructure-as-a-service” definition

in which users are able to lease their hardware, storage, and networking needs from

a third party. In other words, cloud computing eliminates the need for the user

to purchase, configure, and maintain the physical hardware—in fact, those details,

along with the geographical location of the resources, are often completely hidden

from the user. This model is in stark contrast to cluster and supercomputing, where

the nodes of the resource are often homogeneous and utilize high-speed interconnects.

In such an environment, users often tune their codes to the underlying hardware to

optimize application performance. Even with grid computing, which may include

heterogeneous resources that are geographically dispersed, users are still aware of

the location and hardware details of the resources and are often able to select where

the job will run. In contrast, users typically have no control over where on the cloud

a job will run.

In cloud computing, the separation between the physical hardware and the user’s

operating system is achieved through virtualization. The physical resources of the

host system are managed by a hypervisor (e.g., Xen, KVM, VMWare), which runs

either directly on top of the hardware or on top of the host operating system. The

hypervisor is responsible for managing and sharing access to the underlying physical

resources to virtual machines (VMs). A virtual machine is a software implementation

of a physical machine. The primary benefits of using a virtual machine are threefold:
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(1) once a user has configured the virtual machine, multiple independent instances

of the image can be created, (2) images are portable across clouds that share the

same image format, and (3) a single system can host multiple virtual machines that

instantiate distinct operating systems in isolation from one another. The primary

disadvantage is that the virtualization layer decreases the performance of the virtual

machine compared with the system running directly on the hardware. A virtual

machine consists of a virtual disk image that is a file recognized as a hard disk.

This disk holds the operating system along with application and user data. Cloud

implementations have their own required image format. For instance, Amazon’s EC2

[4] defines the Amazon Machine Image (AMI) [40] standard. In this case, the AMI

is the virtual disk image along with some image metadata (including pointers to a

ramdisk and kernel, which are stored separately).

Just as there are multiple hypervisors, there are also multiple implementations of

cloud provisioning software, such as Amazon’s implementation of EC2, Eucalyptus

[29], and OpenStack [41]. While EC2 represents a proprietary cloud implementation,

both Eucalyptus and OpenStack are open source projects that implement EC2’s AMI

standard. Further, both software projects allow users to create computational clouds

on top of clusters that users can interact with using EC2’s toolset. Of course, each

provisioner has differences in the underlying implementation. For example, virtual

disk images can have its storage preallocated or dynamically grown on demand.

Current Eucalyptus implementations support the former approach, which is safer in

terms of avoiding oversubscription of disk resources, whereas OpenStack utilizes the

latter approach, which provides faster instance allocation delays.

As mentioned in Section 1.2, computational clouds are ideally suited for applications

that are loosely to moderately coupled (i.e., little or no communication between

concurrent tasks). An example of such an urgent computation is the EpiSimdemics

[42, 43, 44] project that models the spread of infectious diseases. Recently, researchers
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have begun to explore how clouds can offer high-performance computing capabilities.

For example, Amazon recently announced the Amazon EC2 Cluster Compute and

Cluster GPU instance types [45], which support the creation of clusters up to 128

instances that combine large instance types with high-performance network capabil-

ities.

Large commercial clouds, such as EC2, support the notion of infinite capacity, which

essentially states that the requested resources will be available on demand to the

user. For urgent computing users, this is ideal because the process to allocate their

requested virtual machines will begin immediately with no job queue delay. However,

this dissertation focuses on smaller, noncommercial clouds such as the University

of Chicago Science Cloud [46] and Argonne National Laboratory’s Magellan cloud

[47]. Clouds such as these are often hosted at educational and government research

facilities and are shared by many users, similar to traditional batch resources. These

clouds tend to be much smaller than their large, commercial counterparts and, as a

result, do not provide the illusion of infinite capacity. Despite their finite capacity,

however, these clouds do not have a batch queue; if the resources to host the requested

instances are insufficient, the incoming request is simply denied. The only options

available to the user are to try to request a smaller number of instances, reduce

the number of resources per instance, or wait and try the original request later.

Further, these clouds often use open-source provisioning software, such as Eucalyptus

or OpenStack. The combination of finite capacity and open-source platforms make it

possible for these clouds to support a number of interesting elevated priority policies

for urgent computing.

Similar to batch resources, the elevated priority policies for clouds will target the

allocation phase of the urgent computing workflow. With batch computational re-

sources, the allocation delay consists primarily of the time the job waits in a queue

before beginning execution. A typical cloud environment has no job queue. Instead,
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the allocation phase typically consists of three steps in allocating a virtual machine

instance: (1) transfer the image from a repository to the node on which the instance

has been scheduled, (2) prepare and configure the instance, and (3) start the instance

via a call to the hypervisor (e.g., Xen, KVM). These steps are detailed in Table 4.1,

along with details on how Eucalyptus-1.6.2 handles these steps as an example.

Table 4.1: Typical phases in allocating a virtual machine instance in a cloud. A
description of how Eucalyptus-1.6.2 handles each step is included as an example.

Step Eucalyptus Details

Image Transfer Images (including kernel and ramdisk, if applicable) may
be cached on nodes. If so, image is copied from cache to
location on disk where the instance will be hosted. If the
image is not cached, it is downloaded from Walrus
(image repository) via curl. After download, the image is
copied to cache, if applicable.

Instance Preparation This step includes adding the user’s ssh key to the
image and creating the swap and ephemeral disks,
which take up the remainder of the disk space available
to the image that is not consumed by the kernel, ramdisk,
and root image.

VM Startup Eucalyptus interacts with KVM and Xen via the
libvirt toolkit. The necessary XML file is created,
and the instance is started via the appropriate
libvirt function call.

In contrast to batch computational resources where the elevated priority policies were

designed to reduce the average delay and/or the variability of the allocation phase,

the cloud policies seek to provide the illusion of infinite capacity to urgent requests.

That is, these policies grant urgent requests that would normally be denied because of

insufficient resources, specifically by freeing the necessary resources that are allocated

to nonurgent virtual machines. As detailed in Chapter 2, this research proposes four

elevated priority policies for clouds that support urgent computing: preemption,
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suspension, migration, and dynamic reduction of the quality of service to nonurgent

virtual machines. All four policies are briefly summarized in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Cloud elevated priority policies.
Policy Description

Preemption Nonurgent VMs are terminated.
Suspension Nonurgent VMs are suspended and their memory contents are

written to disk. CPU and memory resources are then released.
Suspended virtual machines may be restarted once resources
are again available.

Migration Smaller nonurgent VMs are migrated to create the necessary
room for urgent VMs.

VM QoS The number of virtual CPUs or amount of memory allocated to
nonurgent VMs is reduced to free those resources for urgent VMs.

The preemption policy is similar to the batch resource policy: nonurgent virtual

machines are terminated without warning and the resources are collected and made

available to urgent virtual machines. Internally, a cloud preemption policy includes

stopping the targeted virtual machine and cleaning up the instance data (i.e., root,

kernel, and ramdisk images). The benefits of a preemption policy are that it is

straightforward to implement and that freeing the necessary resources can be done

quickly.

The suspension policy seeks to reduce the impact on nonurgent users by temporarily

suspending targeted virtual machines. Suspended virtual machines can be automat-

ically resumed once the necessary resources are again available. Suspension includes

stopping the virtual machine and writings its memory contents to disk. Once the

memory contents have been saved, the suspended virtual machine releases all virtual

CPUs and memory. The biggest drawback to this policy is the potential timing out

of TCP connections. However, this policy has two primary advantages. First, the

suspended virtual machine can be restarted from the point where it was suspended.

In many cases, this approach might save the user from having to recreate the work
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performed by the virtual machine by starting up a fresh instance. The second ben-

efit is that resuming a suspended virtual machine is much faster than creating a

new instance because all the necessary images (root, kernel and ramdisk) are already

located on the local node.

The migration policy frees the necessary resources by relocating smaller virtual ma-

chines to different nodes. Clouds typically support a small number of “slot sizes,”

which are specifications of the amount of disk, memory, and CPUs (or cores) al-

located to a virtual machine. For example, Eucalyptus and OpenStack define five

virtual machine types. A requested virtual machine is scheduled onto a single node

where there is a sufficient amount of disk, memory, and CPUs for the requested

type. Because virtual machine sizes differ, the necessary resources to support an

incoming virtual machine request may be available but spread across multiple nodes.

Thus, it may be possible to collect the necessary free resources on a single node by

relocating smaller, nonurgent virtual machines. The Xen hypervisor supports live

migration that requires shared storage between the source and destination node for

the migrated instance. If a shared disk is not available, it is still possible to migrate

instances “offline” by suspending the virtual machine, transferring all instance data

to the destination node, and then resuming the instance on the new node. While

Xen’s live migration is essentially instantaneous with little or no visible interruption

to the user, this alternative approach results in the virtual machine being offline for

the time it takes to transfer the instance data to the destination node. However,

the primary benefit of this policy compared with the suspension policy is that the

time a nonurgent virtual machine will be unavailable to the user is expected to be

much shorter and less variable. In the suspension policy, the targeted virtual ma-

chines must wait until the resources are available on their node; with the migration

policy, the targeted instances are transferred to another node where the resources

are immediately available. The shorter unavailability periods provided by migration
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may also eliminate the primary drawback to the suspension policy—the timing out

of TCP connections.

The final elevated priority policy for clouds has the smallest potential impact on

nonurgent users. By dynamically reducing the resources allocated to nonurgent vir-

tual machines (i.e., reducing the “slot size”), the necessary resources are freed for the

urgent virtual machines. In contrast to the previous policies, the targeted nonurgent

virtual machines are allowed to continue running without interruption. Specifically,

this policy attempts to reduce the amount of memory and the number of virtual

CPUs allocated to targeted virtual machines. Clearly, reducing the number of allo-

cated resources may impact the virtual machine’s performance and stability. If done

carefully (e.g., with input from the owner of the instance), however, the necessary

resources can be freed with no interruption of service to the nonurgent users.

The remainder of this chapter presents the results of a case study that evaluates the

effectiveness and utility of these policies on two experimental clouds.

4.1 Case Study: Cloud Policies for Urgent Computing

In order to evaluate the effectiveness and suitability of cloud resources as urgent

computing resources, experiments were conducted to measure the virtual machine

allocation delay under the proposed elevated priority policies. For a large majority

of the experiments, the target cloud provisioning software was Eucalyptus, a popular

open-source implementation. The case study utilized three separate clouds, all hosted

at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The first cloud was Magellan [47], a large

production cloud administered by ANL staff. In addition, two smaller clouds were

created specifically for this research and were hosted on ANL’s Breadboard resource.

The underlying physical resources of the experimental clouds are summarized in
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Table 4.3. The two breadboard clouds consisted of a production cloud (bb-prod)

and a development cloud (bb-dev). The development cloud was modified to include

the elevated priority policies; the production cloud represented a default installation

of the Eucalyptus software (version 1.6.2).

Table 4.3: Hardware details for the experimental clouds. Breadboard has two sets of
nodes. Because of scalability and stability issues for Eucalyptus on Magellan, only
(approximately) half of the 504 nodes were available at the time of the experiments.

Breadboard Clouds Magellan Cloud
Nodes 24 16 504

Memory (GB) 16 12 24
Disk (GB) 200 500 500

Cores 8 8 8

As stated previously, Eucalyptus supports five virtual machine classes (i.e., VM

types) that specify the physical resources allocated to a virtual machine. The specifi-

cations of these classes are configurable by the cloud administrator. The Breadboard

clouds use the default Eucalyptus specifications, whereas the Magellan specifications

are tuned to the physical resources of the underlying nodes. The VM types used in

the case study are listed in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Virtual machine types supported by the experimental clouds.
Breadboard Clouds Magellan Cloud

VM Type Mem (MB) Disk (GB) Cores Mem (MB) Disk (GB) Cores
m1.small 128 2 1 1,024 4 1

c1.medium 256 6 1 4,096 10 2
m1.large 512 10 2 16,384 20 2
m1.xlarge 1,024 20 2 16,384 30 4
c1.xlarge 2,048 20 4 22,528 100 8

The allocation delay for the majority of the case study experiments was measured

from the user perspective, that is, the time from when a create-instances request

was submitted until the cloud reported that all requested instances were running.
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This method for measuring allocation delay was selected rather than by inspecting

the node logs because it is how a user will observe the allocation delay in practice.

Within Eucalyptus, there is a small propagation delay in reporting the updated

instance state from the node to the user. For example, on the Breadboard cloud,

this delay adds as much as 10 seconds to the allocation delay compared with the

delay reported by the node logs. For the experiments where the allocation delay is

measured directly from the node logs, this distinction is noted.

4.1.1 Default Allocation Experiments

The first set of experiments was designed to measure the allocation delay under a

default priority (i.e., no SPRUCE). These experiments had three goals. First, the

measurements will provide insight into the Eucalyptus allocation process. In partic-

ular, the empirical results will help guide the implementation of the elevated priority

policies and highlight potential improvements to the allocation process for urgent in-

stances. Second, the default allocation experiments can explore how well Eucalyptus

scales in terms of the number of instances created. Third, the measurements will

provide a baseline to compare against the elevated priority policies. This will allow

the cost for each elevated priority policy to be calculated.

Allocation across a Single Node

The four primary factors in virtual machine allocation delay are: (1) the size of the

image, (2) whether the image is cached, (3) the number of instances scheduled per

node, and (4) the number of resources (i.e., virtual machine type) allocated to each

instance. Assuming an image is properly sized (i.e., contains only those files and data

necessary for correct functionality), the only factor that users can manipulate is the
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VM type. The first case study experiment was designed to measure the performance

of the Eucalyptus allocation algorithm across the VM type as the number of instances

scheduled on a single node increased. This experiment was conducted on the bb-

prod cloud with a 1 GB image. The image was cached on the targeted node in

order to isolate the performance of last two stages of virtual machine allocation (i.e.,

instance preparation and VM startup, see Table 4.1 for more details). For each virtual

machine type (see Table 4.4), 100 trials requesting a single instance were conducted

and the allocation delays recorded. The trials were then repeated with the number of

instances doubled, until the maximum number of instances that a single node could

host was reached. The average and standard deviations of the allocation delays (in

seconds) are presented in Table 4.5, and the averages are plotted in Figure 4.1.

Table 4.5: Average and standard deviation of allocation delays (in seconds) across
image type on a single node of the bb-prod cloud using a cached 1 GB image.

1 Instance 2 Instances 4 Instances 8 Instances
VM Type µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ

m1.small 50 4.5 84 5.8 176 22.9 424 58.2
c1.medium 90 8.9 165 13.2 359 48.7 845 121
m1.large 152 16.8 299 29.9 637 87.5 - -
m1.xlarge 274 34.7 568 71.6 1,325 191.5 - -
c1.xlarge 276 34.6 573 67.6 - - - -

The results from this experiment lead to several interesting conclusions. First, the

primary factor in allocation delay is the size of the disk resource for the VM type.

As mentioned earlier, Eucalyptus preallocates the disk resource for each instance.

Thus, as the disk size increases, the allocation delay increases. Evidence of this

is seen in Table 4.5, where the delays for the c1.xlarge and m1.xlarge image types

are nearly identical. For these two VM types, the c1.xlarge has twice the available

memory and cores than has the m1.xlarge type but the same disk size (20 GB).

Furthermore, the allocation delay approximately doubles as the number of instances

requested for a given type doubles. The variability in the measured allocation delays
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Figure 4.1: Average allocation delays (in seconds) across image type on a single node
of the bb-prod cloud using a cached 1 GB image.

also increases as the number of requested instances increase. This was particularly

evident in the two conditions that resulted in the longest delays (8-c1.medium and

4-m1.xlarge). These results clearly show that to minimize the total allocation delay

(and variability) for multiple instances, a cloud scheduler should use a round-robin

policy that attempts to minimize the number of instances created per node.

Allocation on Multiple Nodes

After gaining an empirical understanding of the Eucalyptus allocation process from

the single-node experiments, the cloud was expanded to include multiple nodes. For

this experiment, and all remaining case study experiments, a customized virtual

machine image was created. This image was based on the image used by the Meta

Genome Rapid Annotation using Subsystem Technology (MG-RAST) [48] image.
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This approximately 11 GB image was chosen as a more realistic example (in terms of

size) of a scientific computing virtual machine image. The original MG-RAST image

was created and tuned for a c1.xlarge VM type on Magellan. As such, all experiments

with this image were conducted using the largest VM type. This experiment consisted

of trials on bb-prod where the number of instances per node was experimentally

controlled (i.e., the experiment was manipulated so all nodes hosted two instances

or all nodes hosted a single instance). On the bb-prod cloud, the images were again

cached on the nodes in order to eliminate the image staging delay. The results for

this experiment are summarized in Table 4.6 and plotted in Figure 4.2.

Table 4.6: Average and standard deviation of the allocation delay (in seconds) for
the cached MG-RAST image on the bb-prod cloud. The experiments manipulated
the number of nodes available in order to control how many instances each node
hosted. The error column represents the percentage of trials that failed, typically
when not all of the requested instances were successfully created. There were no
errors in any of the 2-instances-per-node conditions.

1 Instance per Node 2 Instances per Node
Number of Nodes µ σ Error µ σ

1 429 8.2 0% 940 54.1
2 447 41.2 1% 932 32.6
4 443 30.1 0% 980 39.7
8 492 30 1% 1,042 48
16 616 26.1 0% - -

Similar to the results from the single-node experiment, doubling the number of in-

stances requested approximately doubles the measured allocation delay. Addition-

ally, the larger MG-RAST image used in this experiment resulted in a significant

increase in allocation delay for the single-node trials compared with the c1.xlarge

trials from the previous experiment. Because the images are cached on the node,

this increase in delay is due entirely to the cost of copying the image from cache.

The results reveal a significant jump in average delay when the number of nodes in-

cluded in the cloud increases from 8 to 16. Inspection of the cloud logs revealed that
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Figure 4.2: Average allocation delays (in seconds) of the cached MG-RAST image
on the bb-prod cloud. Size of cloud was manipulated so that either one (1:1) or two
(2:1) instances were allocated per node.

the cause of this increase may have been due to the difference in the performance

of the underlying nodes. In order to demonstrate this issue, a simple experiment

was conducted that measured the allocation delay for the MG-RAST image for the

Breadboard nodes available to Eucalyptus. The results from this experiment are pre-

sented in Figure 4.3. The plot highlights the dramatic difference in node performance

for the Breadboard resource. Thus, node performance was responsible for some of

the increase in variability and average allocation delay as the cloud was expanded

and slower nodes were included.

In order to alleviate some of the performance disparity between nodes of the Bread-

board cloud, the file system on the nodes was changed from ext3 to xfs after simple

tests revealed that the xfs filesystem was not only faster at the disk-intensive oper-

ations but also less variable. Also, the ephemeral disk was changed to a sparse file,

which allowed for the disk to be grown dynamically rather than preallocated. In
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Figure 4.3: Average allocation delays (in seconds) for 1 and 2 instances of the cached
MG-RAST image across available breadboard nodes.

Eucalyptus, the ephemeral disk represents all the available disk space not used by

an instance’s root, kernel, and ramdisk images. Thus, for the c1.xlarge image type

and MG-RAST image, the ephemeral disk is approximately 9 GB on the Breadboard

clouds. The changes in Eucalyptus configuration (i.e., xfs filesystem and sparse file

ephemeral disk) were maintained for all future experiments.

After these changes, the MG-RAST experiment was replicated; the results are listed

in Table 4.7 and plotted in Figure 4.4. The changes in configuration resulted in lower

average allocation delays with less variability in the one-instance-per-node conditions.

Also, the increase in average delay as the number of instances increased from 1 to 8

was less steep. However, there was a pronounced increase in delay for the 2-instance,

8-node condition
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Further examination of the node logs indicated this increase in delay occurred because

two of the nodes performed poorly when allocating multiple instances. The 16-node

case could not be replicated because of contention for the Breadboard resource.

Table 4.7: Average allocation delays (in seconds) for the cached MG-RAST image
on the bb-prod cloud using the xfs filesystem and a sparse file ephemeral disks. No
errors occurred during these experiments.

1 Instance per Node 2 Instances per Node
Number of Nodes µ σ µ σ

1 331 21.2 527 45.9
2 337 18.8 535 35
4 352 17.7 559 53.2
8 360 17.7 718 53.6

Figure 4.4: Average allocation delays for the cached MG-RAST image. The bb-prod
cloud was modified to use the xfs filesystem and a sparse file ephemeral disks.
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Allocation on Single Node with Empty Image Cache

For the majority of the case study experiments, the virtual machine images were

cached on the nodes of the cloud. This approach was taken to isolate the perfor-

mance of the individual nodes in setting up the VM instance. However, the cost

of transferring the image from a remote image repository rather than copying the

instance from cache can have a significant impact on the allocation delay. As an ex-

ample of this impact, the allocation delays for the MG-RAST image were measured

on a single node where the image cache was emptied after each iteration. The results

from this experiment are presented in Table 4.8, along with the cached results from

the previous experiment.

Table 4.8: Average and standard deviation (in seconds) of the allocation delays of
the 11 GB MG-RAST image on the bb-dev cloud. The no-cache entries include the
cost of transferring the image from the image repository, whereas the image is cached
on the node for the cache entries. Only a single node was included in the cloud for
this experiment.

Number of Cache No Cache
Instances µ σ µ σ

1 331 21.2 705 45.8
2 527 45.9 1,032 64

The results demonstrate the additional cost of transferring a large image from a

repository versus having the image cached on the node. In the single-instance case,

the entire increase in allocation delay is due to the image transfer. Once the image is

downloaded, the image is copied into cache. The caching of the image is not part of

the increase because in the cached condition, the image must be copied from cache.

In Eucalyptus, when multiple instances are scheduled onto a single node and a cache

miss occurs, only one copy of the image is downloaded. After the download, the

image is cached and then copied to the local destinations for the other instances. As

a result, any additional instances beyond the first are forced to wait for the image
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to be downloaded and cached before they begin the instance creation process. This

delay is essentially the amount of time needed to create and start the first instance,

since the remaining tasks after caching the image are relatively fast.

Several observations can be made from the results of this simple experiment. First,

in order to minimize the overall allocation delay, in general, the cloud scheduler

should minimize the number of instances per node. If the instances are not cached

on the nodes, this approach will maximize the number of copies of the image being

downloaded simultaneously from the image repository, which could detract from the

performance of the image repository. Potential improvements to the scalability of the

image repository include common techniques such as using replica servers to handle

the load.

The results also reveal that starting two instances on a node where the image is

cached is faster than starting one instance on a node where the image is not cached.

This result is expected given that the 1-instance case includes a network transfer and

a disk copy of the image to cache and the 2-instance case includes two disk copies of

the image from cache. This insight has a couple of potential applications. First, if

the cloud scheduler is aware of the cache contents of the nodes, it could attempt to

schedule urgent instances on the nodes that have the images cached. A two-phase

scheduling algorithm is appropriate for this scenario. For the nodes on which the

image is cached, the scheduler could create multiple instances to take advantage of

the cache. Then, any additional instances that need to be created on nodes where

the image is not cached should be scheduled such that the number of instances per

node is minimized.

While urgent applications have an unpredictable onset, some urgent applications

have periods of time in which they are more likely to be needed. For example,

tornadoes, hurricanes, and wildfires all have seasons in which the events are more
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likely to occur. For these types of urgent applications, it would be beneficial to cache

the urgent image on a subset of the nodes. A cache-aware cloud scheduler could then

target these nodes during the urgent computing event.

The caching process utilized by Eucalyptus could also be improved in order to reduce

the allocation delay for urgent instances. For this experiment, the cost of caching an

image represented 36% of the total delay for the 1-instance case and 30% of the delay

for the 2-instance case. For some urgent computations, caching the images may not

be necessary. If it is unlikely that the images will be requested again in the near

future, the user might prefer the savings in delay by not caching the image. Thus,

a reasonable addition for clouds supporting urgent computing is allowing urgent

computing users to elect whether their images should be cached.

Allocation on Magellan

While the previous experiments revealed interesting insights about the virtual ma-

chine allocation algorithm of Eucalyptus, scalability concerns could not be addressed

because of the physical limitations of the Breadboard resource. The next experiment

examined the default allocation of the MG-RAST image on the Magellan cloud. The

slot size for the c1.xlarge image on Magellan is significantly larger in terms of virtual

CPUs, disk space, and memory (see Table 4.4), so direct comparisons between aver-

age delays are not possible. Also, the c1.xlarge type on Magellan is equivalent to an

entire node; thus, it is not possible to allocate more than one instance per node. Sim-

ilar to the previous experiments, 100 trials were completed for each instance-request

size. However, a few quirks became evident with the Eucalyptus-1.6.2 Magellan in-

stallation. First, as the number of instances in a single request increased, it became

more likely that at least one of those instances would fail. In order to compensate

for the increased likelihood of instance failure, requests were made in batches. Also,
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more instances were requested than targeted, and the allocation delay was measured

from the first request until at least the target number of instances was running. For

example, in the 64-instance case, five batches of 16 instances were requested (a to-

tal of 80 instances with a target of 64). This request resulted in a lower average

delay because the inclusion of a poor-performing node was excluded. Also, as the

total number of instances requested increased, an artificial resting period had to

be inserted between trials to allow the cloud to recover. The duration of the rest-

ing periods (determined by trial and error) increased as the request size increased.

The requirement of the resting period probably was an artifact of these experiments

(i.e., the constant churning of instances) and was most likely not a use case that

the Eucalyptus developers expected. The results for the allocation experiments on

Magellan, along with the duration of the rest periods for each instance-request size,

are presented in Table 4.9 and Figure 4.5.

Table 4.9: Average allocation delay (in seconds) and rest period (in minutes) for
cached MG-RAST image on Magellan.

Number of Instances µ σ Error Rest Period

4 353 35.5 0% 15
8 355 52.4 0% 15
16 387 14.3 0% 20
32 444 50.5 0% 30
64 591 37.1 0% 75
128 831 67 5% 150

These experiments provide a couple of interesting insights. Despite the much larger

slot sizes assigned to the Magellan instances, the average allocation delays for the

smaller request sizes are similar to the delays from the Breadboard experiments,

indicating that the newer hardware significantly affected the allocation delay. How-

ever, the results from this experiment raise questions regarding the scalability (in

terms of number of instances) of Eucalyptus version 1.6.2. Also, the necessity of
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Figure 4.5: Average allocation delays for cached MG-RAST image on Magellan.

the rest periods indicates there may be a problem with how Eucalyptus handles the

allocation and cleanup of large request sizes.

Recently, the Eucalyptus team released version 2.0. A small development partition

using the new software was set up on Magellan for testing. As part of the evaluation

of the new release, the last experiment was replicated. The new results are given in

Table 4.10 and Figure 4.6.

With Eucalyptus 2.0, many of the problems evident in 1.6.2 appear to be resolved.

The scalability is markedly improved, showing very little increase in average allo-

cation delay as the number of requested instances increases. Additionally, the rest

periods were no longer needed, indicating that Eucalyptus has resolved the issues

surrounding the cleanup of many instances. Moreover, in this set of experiments,

instances failed to start in only a few trials. Thus, there was no longer a need to

request additional instances to account for these failures.
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Table 4.10: Average allocation delay (in seconds) for cached MGRAST image on the
Eucalyptus-2.0 Magellan cloud. There was a five-minute rest period in between each
trial.

Number of Instances µ σ Error

4 374 42.1 0%
8 368 23.8 0%
16 385 22.2 0%
32 398 17.7 0%
64 406 15.2 0%
128 413 14.8 5%

Figure 4.6: Average allocation delays for cached MG-RAST image on the Eucalyptus-
2.0 Magellan cloud.
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In order to further evaluate the performance of the Eucalyptus provisioning soft-

ware, a partition of Magellan was set up by using the OpenStack provisioner. The

previous MG-RAST experiment was replicated utilizing this partition. As before,

the experiment targeted allocation delays for instances where the image was cached

on the nodes. However, there was one important difference between the OpenStack

configuration and the Eucalyptus configuration: the specifications of the slot sizes

(i.e., virtual machine type) were different. With OpenStack, the largest slot size was

16 GB of RAM, 8 CPUs and 160 GB disk, which corresponded to 6 GB less memory

and 60 GB more disk than in the Eucalyptus configuration (see Table 4.4). Because

of the increase in disk, one would expect longer allocation delays with the OpenStack

cloud compared with Eucalyptus. However, because of OpenStack’s design choice

to dynamically grow the virtual machine’s storage rather than preallocate it, signif-

icantly better performance was obtained, particularly for smaller request sizes; see

Table 4.11 and Figure 4.7. OpenStack also formatted the virtual machine images as

copy-on-write files based on a cached image. This strategy essentially eliminated the

cost of copying the image from cache.

Table 4.11: Average and standard deviation of allocation delay (in seconds) for the
cached MG-RAST image on the OpenStack Magellan cloud. There was a five-minute
rest period in between each trial.

Number of Instances µ σ

4 12 0.7
8 14 2.3
16 18 0.9
32 31 3.6
64 43 3.3
128 90 3.2
256 220 16

Compared with the Eucalyptus provisioning software, OpenStack offers much better

performance in terms of allocation delay for images that are cached. Even in the
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Figure 4.7: Average allocation delays (in seconds) for the cached MG-RAST image
on the OpenStack Magellan cloud.

trials where the image was not cached, the allocation delay averaged around 250

seconds, which is still less than the cached delays offered by Eucalyptus. The primary

difference in allocation delay occurs because of the way OpenStack handles the local

disk and root image. In OpenStack, both the root image and local disk for a new

instance are created as copy-on-write files that are based on the appropriate cached

files. The copy-on-write format essentially allows the hypervisor to read from the

base image (i.e., cached image) and to write any changes to the working image.

Furthermore, the local disk in OpenStack is created as a sparse file. This approach

is much faster than the Eucalyptus approach of preallocating the disk. For the large

virtual machine types utilized in these experiments, the OpenStack approach results

in significant allocation delay savings.

The one advantage that Eucalyptus 2.0 has over OpenStack in these experiments

is that the allocation delay scales better as the number of instances increase. The
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scalability curves for Eucalyptus (versions 1.6.2 and 2.0) and OpenStack on the

Magellan cloud are plotted in Figure 4.8. In Eucalyptus 2.0, the allocation delay is

relatively flat through 128 instances; with OpenStack, the allocation delays scales

linearly through 256 instances. Assuming both trends hold beyond 512 instances, the

OpenStack allocation delays would overtake Eucalyptus-2.0 at 1,024 instances. As a

result of these experiments, however, the Magellan administrators are aware of the

poor scaling behavior of OpenStack and are actively investigating how to “flatten”

the scalability curve.

Figure 4.8: Average allocation delays (in seconds) for the cached MG-RAST image
on the Magellan cloud for the various cloud provisioners.

4.1.2 Preemption Experiments

Arguably the most straightforward urgent computing policy for the cloud is pre-

empting running instances to free the necessary resources for the urgent computing

virtual machines. It is similar to the preemption policy for batch computational
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resources. Based on the results from the allocation experiments, a preemption policy

was implemented that uses a round-robin base scheduler (i.e., the scheduler mini-

mizes the number of urgent instances scheduled per node). To determine the targets,

the scheduler attempts to first minimize the number of virtual machines to preempt

followed by the size of the virtual machine to preempt. This policy was chosen un-

der the assumption that preempting fewer and smaller instances is less intrusive to

nonurgent users.

For the following experiments, a 1 GB image was used as the target virtual machines

with the 11 GB MG-RAST image serving as the urgent image. In all experiments, the

worst-case cloud state was created, where the cloud was filled to capacity with target

instances. After the target instances were created, a short resting period (e.g., two

minutes) was inserted to allow the node controllers to recover from the disk-intensive

operations of virtual machine creation. The absence of this rest period resulted in

greater variability in the observed allocation delays for the urgent instances. The

experiments were run on the bb-dev cloud, and each experiment consisted of 25

trials.

The first experiment examined how the type and number of preempted VMs affected

the allocation delay. As evident from the results in Figure 4.9 and Table 4.12, the

differences in allocation delay based on the target type is small relative to the average

allocation delay. For example, within the 1-instance condition, the average urgent

instance allocation delay is the same when four m1.small or four c1.medium instances

are targeted. Because of the earlier modifications to the Eucalyptus allocation pro-

cess, the target instances used a sparse file for the ephemeral disk, which was never

modified before the instances were preempted. However, similar results were seen

when nonsparse files were used for the ephemeral disk (i.e., minimal differences in

delays related to type and number of target virtual machines).
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Figure 4.9: Average preemptive allocation delays (in seconds) based on the type and
number of preempted virtual machines. The default priority averages are included
as a comparison and are not affected by targeted image type.

Table 4.12: Average and standard deviations (in seconds) for the allocation delay
for one or two urgent instances based on the type and number of preempted virtual
machines. The PROBE entry represents the delay in allocating the urgent instances
with an empty node in order to compare delays.

1 Instance 2 Instances
Preempted Instance Type µ σ µ σ

PROBE 264 23.5 446 14.3
m1.small 290 20.2 468 31.7

c1.medium 290 22 452 29.1
m1.large 272 20.2 462 23.6
m1.xlarge 280 26.2 463 22.6
c1.xlarge 270 22.6 470 46.2
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The probe entry in the table represents the urgent instance(s) submitted to an empty

node (i.e., no target instances running) and serves as a performance baseline. From

the data, the cost of preempting instances adds approximately 15-25 seconds to the

average allocation delay. In order to calculate the actual cost of the preemption

policy, the start and stop times of the preemption mechanism were logged. The

average cost for each preempted type is presented in Table 4.13. The actual cost for

preempting instances on the bb-dev cloud is very small compared with the overall

allocation delay. Also, a pattern clearly emerges in the data. For the two smallest

types, a single node has enough resources for eight instances. However, preempting

the larger instance type costs more than the smaller. A single node can hold four

instances of the next two largest types (m1.large and m1.xlarge), and there is a

drop in cost compared with the two smallest types. This indicates that there is

a small benefit in preempting fewer instances. Again, we see an increase in cost

when preempting the larger VM type (m1.xlarge versus m1.large). However, these

differences in cost have little effect on the overall allocation delay, given that the

“savings” are more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the overall delay.

Table 4.13: Average cost in seconds (as reported by the node controller logs) for
preempting instances by target type.

Preempted Instance Type 1 Instance 2 Instances
m1.small 2.32 4.28

c1.medium 2.72 4.84
m1.large 1.32 3.12
m1.xlarge 2.08 4.21
c1.xlarge 1.2 2.52

The question arises why the cost of preemption (as seen by the user in Table 4.12)

is so much greater than the cost reported by the node controller. Table 4.14 reports

the average allocation delays as reported by the node controller logs. Rather than

measuring allocation delay from the user perspective via web service calls querying

the state of the instances, the delay was measured from when the node received
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the call to create the instance to when the hypervisor completed the create-instance

function call. These results show a slight decrease in the overall cost—approximately

10–20 seconds for one urgent instance compared with the probes. The differences

in timings from Table 4.12 to Table 4.14 demonstrate the propagation delay of the

instance state from the node to the user. However, these delays still indicate a

greater cost than what the logs reported for the actual preemption mechanism. This

increase in allocation delay appears to occur because the node is under a heavier

load from cleaning up the preempted instances versus allocating the probe instances

on an empty node.

Table 4.14: Average and standard deviations (in seconds) for the preemption allo-
cation delay as reported by the node controller logs. The PROBE entry represents
the delay in allocating the urgent instances with an empty node in order to compare
costs.

1 Instance 2 Instances
Preempted Instance Type µ σ σ µ

PROBE 253 22.5 435 13.9
m1.small 272 18.3 457 31.5

c1.medium 270 17.6 440 29.1
m1.large 264 19.4 450 22.6
m1.xlarge 272 25.5 451 21.3
c1.xlarge 264 22.2 454 42.3

Overall, the results from the single node preemption experiment indicate that for

the configuration of Eucalyptus on the Breadboard resource, there is little benefit in

allocation delay savings by trying to minimize either the number of preempted VMs

or the type of VM targeted. Even for clouds with much larger differences in virtual

machine types, the difference in cost from preempting a greater number of small

types versus fewer large types is likely to be small relative to the overall allocation

delay. However, targeting smaller instance types over larger does have less impact on

other users of the cloud. Smaller VM types are both easier to reschedule and require

less time to reallocate once the necessary resources become available again.
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Preemption on Multiple Modes

In order to evaluate the performance of the preemption policy on multiple nodes, the

c1.xlarge type was used for the target instance type. This type was chosen for two

reasons. First, the single node experiments indicated that the preempted instance

type did not have a significant impact on the allocation delay. Second, the bb-dev

cloud had a limited number of IP addresses available for virtual machine instances.

While the limited number of available IP addresses did not affect the preemption

experiments because the preempted instance immediately released their IP addresses,

conserving addresses was necessary for the other elevated priority experiments.

The results presented in Figure 4.10 and Table 4.15 show that the cost of allocating

preemptive instances is not much greater than allocating nonurgent instances, even

as the number of total instances increases. This result is expected because the

individual nodes are responsible for implementing the policy (i.e., preempting the

targeted instances and creating the new instances). Thus, this policy depends on

the performance of the underlying nodes. These results show a problem with the 2:1

probe trials for 8- and 16-node conditions: specifically, the allocation delay increased

significantly—greater than the preemption averages. An examination of the logs

indicated that two nodes that were included in the 8- and 16-node experiments had

significantly longer allocation delays when two instances were started. Interestingly,

they behaved similarly to the other nodes when only one instance was created per

node. Also, while the behavior was also present during the preemptive conditions,

it was not nearly as pronounced. As before, a small number of poorly performing

nodes are the cause of the unanticipated increase in average allocation delay. That

said, the preemption experiments indicate very little increase in the allocation delay

for the preemption policy.
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Figure 4.10: Average preemption allocation delays for one (1:1) or two (2:1) instances
per node as the size of the cloud is increases. The default priority averages are
included as a comparison.

Table 4.15: Average and standard deviations (in seconds) for the preemption alloca-
tion delay. The probe entries represent the delay in allocating the urgent instances
in an empty cloud (i.e., no other instances running).

1 Instance per Node 2 Instances per Node
Probes Urgent Probes Urgent

Number of Nodes µ σ σ µ µ σ σ µ
1 264 23.5 270 22.6 446 14.3 470 46.2
4 318 18.2 328 26 511 33.9 511 11
8 328 11.4 329 17.4 702 23.6 632 21.1
16 342 17.1 364 17.8 735 10.8 655 22.3
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4.1.3 Suspension Experiments

A less intrusive policy than preemption is the suspension of running virtual machines.

This policy has two primary drawbacks: the timing out of TCP connections and the

potential that a VM critical to a set of VMs is suspended, disrupting the entire set.

However, these (or analogous) problems also exist with the preemption policy. The

benefits of suspension include the automatic resumption of suspended VMs once the

necessary resources are again available. The resumption of a suspended VM is much

faster than allocating a new instance, since the image exists on the node and the

instance is already prepared. Furthermore, the instance will resume from the point

it was suspended, saving the cost of starting over with a fresh instance.

Similar to the preemption experiments, the first suspension experiment evaluated

the performance of the policy on a single node to determine the effect of the number

and type of target VMs on the overall allocation delay. The results are presented in

Figure 4.11 and Table 4.16. Compared with the preemption mechanism, suspending

a virtual machine is more expensive in terms of allocation delay. This result is

expected, given that the memory contents need to be saved in addition to stopping

the virtual machine. In Table 4.17, the average suspension costs as reported by the

node controller logs are presented to provide a more accurate average cost. These

results indicate that the cost to suspend the targeted virtual machines depends on the

number of VMs targeted as well as the amount of memory allocated to each instance.

First, if the number of suspended VMs of a particular type doubles (i.e., request two

urgent instances rather than one), the cost approximately doubles. Second, the

cost of suspending c1.medium instances is twice as much as the cost of suspending

m1.small types even though they both require the same number of target instances

to be suspended. However, the c1.medium type has twice the amount of memory

allocated to each instance.
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Figure 4.11: Average suspension allocation delays (in seconds) based on the type and
number of suspended virtual machines. The default priority averages are included
as a comparison and are not affected by targeted image type.

Table 4.16: Average and standard deviations (in seconds) for the allocation delay for
one or two urgent instances based upon the type (and number) of suspended virtual
machines. The PROBE entry represents the delay in allocating the urgent instances
with an empty node.

1 Instance 2 Instances
Suspended Instance Type µ σ µ σ

PROBE 264 23.5 446 14.3
m1.small 291 20.3 492 21.6

c1.medium 305 17.5 521 27.4
m1.large 293 19 495 18.2
m1.xlarge 306 17.2 525 25.4
c1.xlarge 310 25.7 508 18
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Table 4.17: Average cost (in seconds) as reported by the node controller logs for
suspending instances by target type.

Suspended Instance Type 1 Instance 2 Instances
m1.small 14.6 31.9

c1.medium 28 57.7
m1.large 21.5 36.8
m1.xlarge 30.8 65.8
c1.xlarge 33.1 55.1

Suspension on Multiple Nodes

The next experiment was designed to evaluate the performance of the suspension

policy on multiple nodes. Similar to the preemption experiments, the targeted in-

stances utilized the c1.xlarge type in order to conserve IP addresses. The allocation

results from this experiment are given in Figure 4.12 and Table 4.18. As with pre-

emption, the suspension policy scales well, albeit on a limited number of nodes. As

was evident in the earlier experiments, the slow increase in delay is due to the indi-

vidual node performance. As discussed with the preemption experiment, there was

a problem with the probe allocation delays for the 2-instances-per-node conditions

on 8 and 16 nodes that was caused by the inclusion of two poorly performing nodes

into the cloud.

Table 4.18: Average and standard deviations (in seconds) for the allocation delay for
the suspension policy. The probe entries represent the delay in allocating the urgent
instances in an empty cloud (i.e., no other instances running).

1 Instance per Node 2 Instances per Node
Probes Urgent Probes Urgent

Number of Nodes µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ
1 264 23.5 310 25.7 446 14.3 509 18
4 318 18.2 385 19.5 511 33.9 587 38.7
8 328 11.4 377 27.9 702 23.6 705 50.1
16 342 17.1 383 11.3 735 10.8 - -
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Figure 4.12: Average suspension allocation delays for one (1:1) or two (2:1) instances
per node as the size of the cloud is increases. The default priority averages are
included as a comparison.

Overall, these results indicate that a suspension policy is a reasonable choice for

a cloud supporting urgent computing. While suspending virtual machines is more

expensive than preemption, the cost is still an order of magnitude less than the overall

allocation delay. More important, this policy offers significant benefits to the owners

of the targeted virtual machines. Specifically, VMs are not simply terminated without

warning. Rather, their virtual machines have the capability to quickly resume once

the necessary resources are again available. This policy enables affected users to

either resume service once the VMs restart or to recover data from the VM—neither

of which can be done with a simple preemption policy.
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4.1.4 Migration Experiments

Migration is a natural policy choice for clouds because of the separation between the

virtual machine and the underlying hardware. Thus, not only can a virtual machine

be suspended and restarted, but also relocated from one node to another. Because

clouds support different VM slot sizes, the state of the cloud might not have a large

enough slot available on a single node for an urgent instance despite having the

necessary resources available across multiple nodes (see Figure 4.13 for an example

of such a cloud state). Thus, the necessary resources for the urgent instance can be

“collected” on a single node through the migration of smaller instances.

Figure 4.13: Simple example of a cloud state that cannot accommodate the incoming
instance request (i.e., Instance6). However, the necessary slot could be created if any
of the instances allocated on Node 1 are first migrated to Node 2.

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, Xen supports live migration be-

tween nodes that have a shared storage. However, the experimental clouds used in

this case study did not have a shared storage system between nodes. As a result,

the following technique was used for “offline” migration: (1) set up instance path on

destination node, (2) rsync instance location on source node to destination node, (3)
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save (i.e., suspend) instance on source node, (4) rsync instance location on source

node to destination node, (5) restore image on destination node, and (6) clean up

instance location on source node. The rsync approach works for the configuration of

Eucalyptus on Breadboard that uses files as the virtual block devices. Furthermore,

the dual rsync reduces the amount of time that the migrated VM is offline. This

algorithm was adapted from a blog posting on Xen migration [49]. Because migra-

tion is expensive (as will be seen in the results below), the Eucalyptus scheduler was

restricted such that only one migration could be scheduled per source node for any

one urgent request.

The first migration experiment examined the performance of the migration policy as

a function of the targeted VM instance type. A 1 GB image was used for the target

instances, and the MG-RAST image was used for the urgent instances. The average

allocation delays are reported in Figure 4.14 and Table 4.19. One urgent instance

per node could be scheduled under this policy because of the one-migration-per-

source-node constraint. In addition to the allocation delays, the amount of time that

the migrated instance was unavailable (i.e., the amount of time from when the VM

was suspended on the source node to the time it was restored on the destination

node) was measured via the ping utility. As expected, the allocation delays are

heavily dependent on the migrated VM type (i.e., larger disks result in longer transfer

times). Even with the targeted VMs using sparse files for the ephemeral disk and

rsync instructed to handle sparse files efficiently, the increases in allocation delay are

substantial. However, the amount of time that the migrated VMs are unavailable is

reasonably small. For these experiments, the downtime was nearly always less than

60 seconds—short enough that SSH connections did not time out.

The actual costs of the migration mechanism, as reported by the node logs, are

listed in Table 4.20. The large costs highlight the importance of the relatively small

unavailability times in the previous table. Also of interest is the fact that as the
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Figure 4.14: Average migration allocation delays (in seconds) based on the type of
migrated virtual machines. The default priority averages are included as a compari-
son and are not affected by targeted image type.

Table 4.19: Average and standard deviations (in seconds) for the allocation delay for
one urgent instance as a function of migrated VM type. The unavailability results
show the amount of time (in seconds) the migrated instance was unavailable to the
user. The PROBE entry represents the delay in allocating the urgent instances with
an empty node.

Allocation Delay Unavailability
Migrated Instance Type µ σ µ σ

PROBE 264 23.5 - -
m1.small 350 17.9 17 1.8

c1.medium 430 22.3 23 1.1
m1.large 562 21.2 34 1.4
m1.xlarge 806 16 61 1.4
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VM type and the associated cost to migrate increase, the percentage of time during

that cost that the instance is unavailable decreases. That is, as the overall migration

process increases in duration, the percentage of time the instance is unavailable

decreases.

Table 4.20: Average cost (in seconds) for migrating a single instance by target type
as reported by the node controller logs.

Migrated Instance Type µ σ
m1.small 80 2.9

c1.medium 155 2.4
m1.large 277 2.1
m1.xlarge 532 3

Multiple Migrations

As with the other policies, an experiment was conducted that evaluated the per-

formance of the migration policy on a larger cloud where multiple migrations were

necessary. Similar to the previous experiment, the migrations were restricted to one

migration per source node. The results in Figure 4.15 and Table 4.21 indicate that,

under limited testing, the migration policy scales fairly well. A more robust analy-

sis of the performance of the migration policy under a large number of concurrent

migrations is outside the scope of this research, given the constraints of the Bread-

board resource. As before, the small increases in allocation delay as the number of

nodes available increases correspond to the cloud including slower nodes. Migration

is the first policy where the type of the targeted instances has a significant impact

on allocation delay. In fact, the results indicate that allocating six urgent instances

that force the migration of six c1.medium or m1.small instances is much faster than

allocating two urgent instances that force the migration of two m1.xlarge instances.

Thus, an urgent computing cloud that supports migration should seek to migrate
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the smallest possible VMs in order to reduce the impact on allocation delay. With

such a policy, the need to migrate more nonurgent VMs would be balanced by the

fact that the migrated VMs would be unavailable for a shorter period of time.

Figure 4.15: Average migration allocation delays for one urgent instance per node
as the size of the cloud is increases. The default priority averages are included as a
comparison and are not affected by targeted image type.

While migration is an interesting policy choice for urgent computing, it also can

be useful in nonurgent situations. Based on the scheduler for the cloud, it may be

possible (even probable) that the cloud reaches an undesirable state where there

are many small instances spread out so that one or two are running on all nodes.

This is not an efficient allocation of virtual machines and reduces the number of

slots available for the larger VM types. This, in fact, occurred with the Magellan

cloud that was using a round-robin scheduling policy. The Magellan administrators

quickly changed to a greedy scheduler to decrease the likelihood that of this situation.

However, migration would offer the cloud the ability to relocate smaller VMs in order

to create a more slots for the larger VM types.
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Table 4.21: Average and standard deviations (in seconds) for the allocation delay
for the migration policy. The number of urgent instances requested is equal to the
number of migrations for each case.

Number of Migrated Instance Number of Allocation Delay
Nodes Type Migrations µ σ

4 m1.small 3 451 15.6
4 c1.medium 3 548 17.7
4 m1.large 2 574 8.82
4 m1.xlarge 2 828 14.2
8 m1.small 6 471 12.2
8 c1.medium 6 568 14.4
8 m1.large 4 610 14.2
8 m1.xlarge 4 864 14.2

4.1.5 Virtual Machine Quality-of-Service Experiments

The final cloud elevated priority policy evaluated in this research was virtual machine

quality of service (QoS). Before experimenting with the cost of manipulating the re-

sources allocated to a virtual machine, a simple set of experiments was conducted

to determine the effect of dynamically reducing the amount of resources allocated to

running virtual machines. For this experiment, the NAS Parallel Benchmarks [50]

were used as a case study application. The benchmarks were compiled and installed

in a c1.xlarge image on the bb-prod cloud. For each benchmark, a class (i.e., problem

size) was targeted such that the execution delay was approximately 100 seconds, if

possible. The average execution delay was measured for 10 trials of each benchmark.

Then, the experiment was repeated with either the number of virtual CPUs or the

amount of memory halved immediately after the first invocation of the benchmark

(the resources remained halved throughout the remaining nine iterations). The aver-

age execution delays are presented in Table 4.22. When the number of virtual CPUs

was halved, the result was that two processes ran on a single virtual CPU rather

than one process per CPU. Typically, this had the effect of approximately doubling
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the allocation delay for each benchmark. When the memory was halved, two of the

benchmarks (ft and is) failed. The Xen manual notes that reducing the memory of

a running virtual machine may result in instability. However, for the benchmarks

that completed with less memory, the impact on the average execution delay was

often trivial, and in all cases much less than the impact from reducing the number

CPUs. This experiment highlights the difference between dynamically reducing the

two hardware attributes under Xen. In general, reducing the number of CPUs, is

safer but will may have a more significant impact on the affected VM in terms of

performance, whereas reducing the memory may have less impact on the wall-clock

time but may cause running applications within the VM to fail.

Table 4.22: Average execution delays (in seconds) for the NPB Benchmarks version
3.3.1 on the bb-prod cloud using a c1.xlarge instance type. The benchmarks were
compiled on the image specifying four processors. The allocation delays were also
measured when either the number of virtual CPUs or the amount of memory allocated
to the virtual machine were halved immediately after execution began for the first
iteration of each benchmark.

Benchmark Class Normal Allocation 1
2 Cores 1

2 Memory
bt B 154 299 169
cg C 161 313 176
ep C 86 174 88
ft B 40 69 fail
is C 10 18 fail
lu B 113 209 126
mg B 7 23 9
sp B 249 420 329

Virtual Machine QoS on a Single Node

The MG-RAST allocation experiments were also conducted by using the VM QoS

policy. For this policy, up to half of the number of virtual CPUs and half the allocated

memory could be freed from nonurgent VMs to create the necessary resources for
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the urgent VMs. Given the underlying hardware of the bb-dev cloud, the number of

CPUs available was always the limiting attribute. The average allocation delays and

cost of the policy evaluation are reported in Figure 4.16 and Table 4.23. The two

smallest instance types (m1.small and c1.medium) are not possible targets because

they only use one virtual CPU. The results indicate that the QoS policy incurs little

overhead. In fact, the overhead is even smaller than what was observed for the

preemption policy. In the m1.large and m1.xlarge conditions, four nonurgent VMs

have their CPUs reduced from two to one; in the c1.xlarge condition, two nonurgent

VMs have their CPUs reduced from four to two. Thus, the primary factor in the

cost is the number of VMs targeted rather than the total number virtual CPUs

released.

Figure 4.16: Average QoS allocation delays (in seconds) based on the type and
number of targeted virtual machines. The default priority averages are included as
a comparison and are not affected by targeted image type.
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Table 4.23: Average and standard deviations (in seconds) for the QoS allocation
delay for one urgent instance based upon the type of targeted virtual machines. For
this experiment, the number of CPUs allocated to the targets was cut in half in
order to free up the resources for one c1.xlarge instance. The final column shows the
cost of evaluating the QoS policy as reported by the node logs. The PROBE entry
represents the delay in allocating the urgent instances with an empty node.

Targeted Instance Allocation Delay Cost
Type µ σ µ

PROBE 264 23.5 -
m1.large 278 19.7 0.52
m1.xlarge 274 14.2 0.44
c1.xlarge 278 22 0.24

Virtual Machine QoS on Multiple Nodes

Similar to the other urgent computing policies, the VM QoS policy was also evaluated

on multiple nodes. As before, IP addresses were conserved by targeting only c1.xlarge

instances for this experiment. The allocation results are reported in Figure 4.17 and

Table 4.24. The results from this experiment are similar to those from the multiple-

node experiments for the other policies; that is, the number of urgent instances

requested does not affect the cost of the policy evaluation. As noted in the single-

node experiment, the cost for this policy is the smallest of all the elevated priority

polices evaluated in this case study. The policy also appears to scale fairly well,

as the overhead remains relatively constant as the number of requested instances

increases.
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Figure 4.17: Average QoS allocation delays for one instance per node as the size of
the cloud is increases. The default priority averages are included as a comparison.

Table 4.24: Average and standard deviations (in seconds) for the allocation delay for
the VM QoS policy. The probe entries represent the delay in allocating the urgent
instances in an empty cloud (i.e., no other instances running).

Number of Probes Urgent Instances
Nodes µ σ µ σ

1 264 23.5 278 19.7
4 318 18.2 322 14.8
8 328 11.4 336 10.3
16 342 17.1 354 10.3
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4.2 Predicting Probabilistic Bounds for Virtual Machine

Allocation Delay

With the introduction of clouds as potential urgent computing resources, one must

again consider the problem of predicting bounds for the allocation phase. With

clouds, the allocation phase consists of the length of time required to create and

start all of the requested virtual machine instances. Fortunately, all of the allocation

experiments described earlier in this chapter reveal that the observed allocation de-

lays for a given instance request size are relatively stable. Furthermore, the results

from the Magellan experiments for both Eucalyptus 2.0 and OpenStack indicate even

less variability than the experiments using Eucalyptus 1.6.2 or the Breadboard re-

source. This low variability in the observed delays reduces the difficulty in accurately

predicting bounds. Thus, similar to the preemption policy for batch resources and

the execution phase predictor from the previous chapter, the modified BMBP tool

appears to be well suited for the virtual machine allocation delay phase.

In order to test the effectiveness of the modified BMBP tool as a predictor for the

virtual machine allocation delay, the experiments from Chapter 3 were replicated. In

particular, for a specific instance-request size, 200 trials for the default, preemption,

suspension, and virtual machine QoS policies were conducted on the Breadboard

cloud using the MG-RAST image. For each trial, the allocation delay was measured.

The first 100 trials were used to seed the predictor, with the BMBP tool then pre-

dicting a bound prior to each of the later 100 trials. After each of the later 100 trials,

the allocation delay was added to the predictor’s history. The performance of the

predictor for each of the elevated priority policies is listed in Table 4.25.

In each of the conditions, the modified BMBP tool performs well in terms of both

accuracy and correctness. All of the conditions are within 5% of the target 95%

success rate except for the VM QoS policy, which had an 87% success rate. The
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Table 4.25: Correctness and accuracy of utilizing the modified BMBP method to
predict the 0.95 quantile for the default, preemption, suspension and VM QOS poli-
cies for an 8-node cloud on the Breadboard resource. 200 trials for each condition
were run; the first 100 were used to seed the predictor with the later 100 serving
as the test cases. The correctness column represents the percentage of predictions
on the test cases that were less than the predicted bounds. The accuracy column
represents the percent overprediction of the bounds for the test cases.

1 Instance per Node 2 Instances per Node
Policy Correctness Accuracy Correctness Accuracy
Default 92% 4% 92% 26%

Preemption 100% 11% 93% 25%
Suspension 92% 9% 90% 16%
VM QoS 87% 8% - -

lower correctness for this condition was a result of the measured allocation delays

increasing slightly near the end of the experiment. In particular, 9 of the 13 trials

where the bound was exceeded occurred in the final 14 trials. In fact, the predictor

detected a change-point in the measurements and would have increased the predicted

bound for the 201st trial. Further evidence that the lower correctness was a result of

the late change-point in the data is that if the experiment is manipulated such that

only the first trial is used to seed the predictor with the remaining 199 trials testing

the predicted bounds, the accuracy of the predictions increases to 93%. Thus, the

late change-point has less effect as the number of trials is increased.

The two-instance-per-node conditions have a higher overprediction rate. The reason

is that the two-instance conditions all have higher variability than their one-instance

counterparts. Furthermore, the pattern of the data in the two-instance conditions is

such that a small percentage of the trials have a much higher observed delay than the

majority. For an example, see Figure 4.18, which plots all 200 observed allocation

delays for the preemption policy that were gathered for this experiment. The first

plot shows the individual allocation delays and predicted bounds for the one-instance-
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per-node condition, and the second plot shows the delays and predicted bounds for

the two-instances-per-node condition. The other policies demonstrate similar data

patterns. The increased variability in the two-instance condition is clear, as well as

the corresponding decrease in accuracy of the predicted bounds.

Figure 4.18: Average allocation delays for 200 trials of the preemption priority on
the 8-node Eucalyptus Breadboard cloud. On the left are the results for 8 urgent
instances; on the right are results for 16 urgent instances.

Similar to the allocation phase prediction methods from Chapter 3, the use of the

modified BMBP tool assumes that allocating the virtual machines is possible. For

the default case, this requires that there are enough free resources to handle the

request. Even for an elevated priority request, one can still make a request that

cannot be fulfilled. The implementations of the elevated priority policies for this

case study target only nonurgent virtual machines. As a result, if enough urgent

virtual machines are already running on the cloud, the remaining resources may not

be sufficient to handle the incoming urgent request. However, this situation is readily

apparent from the current state of the cloud. While providing the state of the cloud
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to a user is antithetical to the idea of cloud computing (i.e., the user is purposefully

unaware of the underlying resources and state of the cloud), it would be simple and

effective to allow privileged users to query the current state. Both Eucalyptus and

OpenStack provide this functionality to cloud administrators, reporting the total

number of slots and available slots for each virtual machine type. By enabling the

resource selection tool to access this functionality, the tool could warn users when

urgent requests would be denied because of limited resources.

4.3 Case Study Conclusions

The results from the case study reveal a number of insights into the current state

of open-source cloud computing and the potential of clouds as urgent computing

resources. First, clouds do not offer instantaneous access to virtual machines—there

is an allocation cost that corresponds to transferring the image to the targeted node

and setting up the node to host the instance. This allocation delay is similar to

the batch queue delay in traditional batch computational resources. Furthermore,

the Magellan experiments revealed that the OpenStack cloud provisioning software

provided shorter allocation delays than did Eucalyptus. This result was due to the

use of creating copy-on-write and sparse files for images and disks rather than simple

copies and preallocated storage. Despite these differences, both Eucalyptus (version

2.0) and OpenStack demonstrated one of the appealing benefits that clouds offer

urgent computing, namely, the potential for smaller average allocation delays with

much less variability than what one might expect on a traditional batch resource.

Furthermore, the purpose of the elevated priority policies for cloud resources is to

provide the illusion of “infinite capacity” to urgent users—in other words, creating the

necessary space for the urgent instances that otherwise would not be available.
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The urgent computing experiments evaluated the performance of four elevated pri-

ority policies: preemption, suspension, migration, and VM QoS. On a single node, a

comparison of the allocation delays for the case study image under the four policies is

depicted in Figure 4.19. These results are promising since the overhead in allocation

delay under these policies is relatively small compared with the default priority de-

lay. The lone exception occurs with the migration policy. However, migration offers

other benefits; in particular, its impact on nonurgent users is restricted to a brief

window of time in which the migrated VM is unavailable. Of the three remaining

policies, the suspension policy is more expensive than either preemption or VM QoS

because of the time required to write the memory contents to disk.

Figure 4.19: Average allocation delays for the various priorities as a function of target
type on a single bb-dev node.

These same trends hold as the size of the cloud increases, as depicted in Figure 4.20.

The first plot shows the policies scale fairly well (relative to the scaling of the default

allocation) for one urgent instance per node. In the second plot, the default allocation
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delays had a sharp jump for the 8- and 16-node experiments. This delay was caused

by two poorly performing nodes and was not apparent in the first plot or in the

elevated priority policy experiments. The result is that the allocation delays for

the elevated priority experiments are equal or less than the default priority delays,

which should not be the case. However, if one considers the allocation performance

for either Eucalyptus 2.0 or OpenStack on Magellan, it is reasonable to expect that

the policies will perform well in larger clouds using the newer hardware and software.

These experiments are left for future work.

Figure 4.20: Average allocation delays for the various priorities as a function of the
bb-dev cloud size. A c1.xlarge type is used as the target for all elevated priorities
except for migration, which targeted an m1.xlarge type.

In all the experiments, the only policy in place for selecting the virtual machines

as targets for the elevated priority policy was to minimize either the number or the

size of the targets. Given the choice between two virtual machines of the same size

to target, one was chosen at random. As mentioned earlier, a cloud that supports

urgent computing should seek to minimize the impact of the policies on normal users.
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One way to do so is by allowing users to specify whether their instances are eligible

as urgent computing targets. One typical use of clouds is to increase server capacity

by spawning additional servers as the need arises. Thus, these replica servers could

be targeted rather than virtual machines that are providing unique services. Other

users might decide that their virtual machines are not vital and would volunteer

their allocations for urgent tasks. As an incentive to users, those instances could be

charged at a lower rate than a normal instance. This approach would enable the

elevated priority scheduler to first target these instances under the assumption that

the impact would be less. This same approach could be expanded for the QoS policy.

Eucalyptus and OpenStack use a small set of virtual machine types to specify the

amount of resources that an instance will consume. However, because only a limited

number of types are available from which to choose, it seems likely that some of

those resources will not be needed by the instance. Thus, a cloud supporting QoS

could require users to submit the minimum number of cores and amount of memory

needed by their image. Any unused resources could then be temporarily released for

an urgent instance with minimal impact on the targeted virtual machines.
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Chapter 5

Contributions, Conclusions, and Future Research Directions

This dissertation introduces and explores the subdomain of urgent computing. This

subdomain involves computations that affect critical decisions and hence operate

under a strict deadline. That is, the results must be produced and analyzed before

the decision-making window has closed. This research proposes and evaluates a set of

elevated priority policies necessary to support urgent computing within the existing

distributed computing infrastructure, including supercomputers, clusters, grids, and

clouds. Furthermore, this research identifies and analyzes a set of statistical methods

and heuristics for predicting probabilistic bounds for the total turnaround time; this

set is intended as a means to advise urgent computing users on selecting a resource

and elevated priority policy that provides a sufficient probability of meeting the given

deadline. The implemented framework for urgent computing resulting from this

research has proven useful in the scientific community; the Linked Environments for

Atmospheric Discover (LEAD) project teamed up with SPRUCE to perform real-

time, on-demand, dynamically adaptive weather forecasts [51]. The remainder of

this chapter highlights the specific contributions of this research, summarizes the

conclusions, and suggests areas for future research.

5.1 Contributions

This research makes several contributions. First, it formally defines the domain of

urgent computing as the set of scientific simulations and models that (1) operate
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under a strict deadline after which the results may have little practical value, (2)

involve unpredictable events that necessitate the urgent computation, and (3) require

significant resource usage. Furthermore, these computations aid and provide insight

into some critical decision. Application groups that have collaborated with this

research have come from such diverse fields as the modeling of severe weather and

infectious diseases to on-demand, patient-specific medical treatment.

As a technical contribution, a prototype framework was developed that supports

urgent computing within the existing distributed computing infrastructure. This

framework manages urgent computing across a variety of resource types, including

supercomputers, clusters, grids, Condor pools, and clouds. The key design goal of this

framework was that initiating an urgent computing session and submitting elevated

priority jobs should be straightforward and efficient and should avoid single points

of failure (i.e., the need of a particular resource administrator to approve or oversee

the scheduling of urgent jobs). The framework is built on open-source tools and

offers a web service-based interface that can be easily integrated into the workflows

and portals of urgent computing application groups. This framework was widely

deployed across the TeraGrid [32], a distributed computing infrastructure consisting

of high-performance computers, data resources and tools.

This research also evaluates and analyzes a set of statistical heuristics and methods

for generating probabilistic upper bounds for the total turnaround time of urgent

applications. These bounds reflect the four phases of a typical urgent computing

workflow, including file staging (both input and output), allocation delay (i.e., batch

queue delay or virtual machine allocation), and execution delay. Predicting proba-

bilistic bounds rather than single-point values was a conscious design choice, since the

predicted quantiles inform the user the likelihood that the computation will be less

than the bound. The predicted bounds were evaluated in terms of their correctness

and accuracy. As part of this evaluation, the ineffectiveness of the Network Weather
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Service’s TCP-based forecasting capability for GridFTP transfers was demonstrated.

However, supplying NWS with GridFTP probe measurements resulted in predictions

that were correct and accurate for the included case study experiments. This research

was the first known example of using the next-to-run predictor in the context of re-

source selection as well as the first to apply the modified Binomial Method Batch

Predictor tool that operates on unknown distributions to the execution delay, pre-

emptive batch queue delay, and elevated priority cloud allocation delay. In nearly

all of the case study experiments, this predictor produced useful bounds that were

both correct and accurate. Furthermore, this is the first known research that at-

tempts to predict probabilistic bounds for computing workflows based on component

bounds.

Another significant contribution of this research is the identification of a set of ur-

gent computing policies for computational resources, including an analysis of the

impact of those policies on normal resource usage. Elevated priority policies seek

not only to provide faster access to a resource but also to reduce the variability in

the delays. This approach typically results in greater predictability. For batch com-

putational resources, these policies include next-to-run and preemption, which have

been implemented in a variety of resource mangers, such as PBS and LoadLeveler.

In finite-capacity clouds, the targeted policies were designed to provide the illusion of

infinite capacity to urgent computing users. These policies included the preemption,

suspension, migration, and reduction of physical resources allocated to nonurgent,

running virtual machines.

5.2 Conclusions

The increasing computational power available in supercomputers, clusters, grids, and

clouds has enabled scientists to tackle larger and more complex problems. Within the
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domain of urgent computing, these computations affect some critical decision, such

as a severe weather simulation helping to guide the evacuation of residents in the tar-

geted area. The applications typically run on large distributed and parallel systems

that are shared by large communities of users. Thus, the necessary resources for the

urgent computation may not be immediately available. Furthermore, the initiation

of these computations have little or no warning, eliminating advanced reservations as

a possible solution. A computational resource that supports urgent computing should

(1) offer elevated priority policies that seek to reduce expected allocation delay while

fostering greater predictability, (2) educate other users on the potential that urgent

computations may disrupt the expected behavior or performance of the resource, and

(3) provide incentives and/or compensation to nonurgent, running jobs that are ad-

versely affected. Each of these requirements is discussed in greater detail below.

The goal of any elevated priority policy should be first to reduce the expected alloca-

tion delay and second to improve the predictability of the delay. For batch resources,

these policies manipulate the batch queue (e.g., next-to-run) or manipulate the jobs

that are already executing on the resource (e.g., preemption). For finite-capacity

clouds, there is no job queue to manipulate. Instead, the goal of these policies is to

allow access to the cloud when the necessary resources are not immediately avail-

able (i.e., the request would be denied without elevated priority). While the benefit

of reducing the expected allocation delay is clear, the secondary benefit of improv-

ing predictability is nearly as important to the urgent computing user because it

increases the user’s confidence that the deadline will be met. Additionally, the im-

proved predictability increases the user’s confidence in the selection of a particular

resource and policy (e.g., selecting a next-to-run policy over a more intrusive preemp-

tion policy because the next-to-run policy offers a sufficient probability of meeting

the deadline). As an illustration of the utility of improved predictability, consider the

allocation delay for batch queue resources. The QBETS tool is a useful technique to
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generate probabilistic bounds based on a resource’s batch queue history. However,

because of the variability typical in the queue wait times for large, shared computa-

tional resources, predicting a high quantile (e.g., 95th percentile), in practice, results

in bounds that are inaccurate. In contrast, the next-to-run policy eliminates some of

this variability because the predictor can now assume that the queue is empty and

the urgent job will run as soon as the required number of nodes is available. This

results in a different technique for bounds prediction. Specifically, one can sample

the queue history to get the current state of the jobs running on the resource and de-

termine how long it would take in that point in time for the given next-to-run job to

run. Thus, the number of jobs in the queue is effectively ignored, thereby eliminating

the majority of the outlier data points in the queue history caused by jobs buried at

the end of the queue. The preemption policy predictor for batch resources takes this

one step further. Here, the predictor can ignore the queue and machine-state history

completely. Rather, predictions can be made solely off the length of time it takes to

preempt jobs, effectively eliminating outlier queue delays altogether. However, the

case study results for batch queue preemption revealed surprising variability for the

preemption delay. For example, the amount of time to preempt a 16-node job on a

resource using the Torque/Moab resource manager ranged from 45 seconds to 4 min-

utes. To an urgent computing user, the length and variability of this delay are not

worrisome—particularly when compared with the delays a job typically experiences

waiting in a batch queue. However, this degree of variability is unexpected. One

reason for this may be that within these batch queue resource managers, although

preemption is supported, there has been little need in the past to optimize or even

evaluate the preemption process.

By definition, running an urgent job at an elevated priority adversely affects the other

users of the shared resource. However, it is assumed that the majority of users will

understand and acknowledge the need for urgent computations to receive elevated
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priority under the following assumptions: (1) the frequency of urgent computing jobs

is low, (2) users are made aware that the resource supports urgent computing and

elevated priority jobs may disrupt the availability of the resource, and (3) users with

running or allocated jobs that are adversely affected are compensated appropriately

for the disruption. With regard to the first assumption, this research proposes a

framework that shares the existing distributed and computing infrastructure. Im-

plicit in this proposal is that urgent computing events are relatively rare. If this is

not the case, the creation of a separate infrastructure to support urgent computing

becomes much more feasible, in terms of both the cost to the urgent computing users

and the fact that traditional resources will be less likely to support urgent comput-

ing given how disruptive elevated priority jobs are to other users of the resource.

With regard to the second assumption, advising and educating users ahead of time

about the potential of urgent computing jobs to disrupt the allocation of their own

jobs will help eliminate the likelihood that users are taken by surprise. With regard

to the third assumption, the decisions on how and when to compensate nonurgent

users are left to the resource administrators, who may choose to offer compensa-

tion only to users who have allocated or running jobs affected. For example, the

TeraGrid resources that supported next-to-run did not compensate users whose jobs

were already waiting in the queue, because the only impact those users experienced

was a longer batch queue delay. In comparison, the resource that supported pre-

emption elected to offer compensation to affected users. The resource was officially

characterized as a “preemption resource,” and users were notified of the possibility

that their jobs may occasionally be killed when they logged into the resource. How-

ever, by submitting jobs to this resource, users were charged at a reduced CPU-hour

rate—regardless of whether the job was preempted. Further, users had the option

of designating whether a preempted job should be automatically resubmitted to the

head of the batch queue. Another method of compensation that SPRUCE supports

is a single-use, next-to-run token. Essentially, if a job is preempted, the owner is
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issued a special token that would enable them to resubmit a similarly-sized job to

the same resource at the top of the batch queue.

This research also proposes and evaluates the use of computational clouds as poten-

tial urgent computing resources. Clouds offer several traits that are appealing to

urgent computing, such as their on-demand nature and the flexibility afforded by

the use of virtual machines. Elevated priority policies for finite-capacity clouds are

designed to allow access when the clouds are at or near capacity. As the case study

results revealed, virtual machine allocation is nontrivial. Further, the two cloud pro-

visioners that were part of the case study offered dramatically different performance

for their allocation algorithms. OpenStack, which used sparse files for large disks and

copy-on-write formats for root images, offered much lower average allocation delays.

One drawback of these techniques is that the disk resources must be carefully man-

aged to avoid oversubscription. In general, several factors influence the allocation

delay: (1) existence of the images on cache, (2) size of the virtual machine slot, and

(3) number of instances scheduled per node. Of the three, the largest factor was the

existence of the image in cache on a node. For example, in OpenStack, this was the

difference between an allocation delay on the order of several minutes rather than

tens of seconds. This insight leads to several potential approaches for improving

the allocation delay of urgent instances through targeting the cache behavior. First,

clouds supporting urgent computing could precache certain urgent instances. Al-

though urgent computing events are unpredictable, many urgent applications have

a season of high frequency. Examples of such events occur in severe weather and

wildfire modeling. Thus, by precaching an urgent image, the allocation delay can

be significantly reduced. The only impact on other uses of the cloud would be less

space in the cache for nonurgent images.

Another cache-related improvement is available for the Eucalyptus provisioning soft-

ware. Eucalyptus utilizes full copies of an image from cache to the instance location
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(unlike OpenStack, which creates copy-on-write files from the cached image). For the

experiments in this case study that measured allocation delays for instances where

the image was not cached, the act of caching the image during allocation resulted in

a 30% increase to the allocation delay. By allowing urgent computing users to skip

the caching of an image, allocation delays can be significantly reduced.

A more radical approach to improve the cache performance is to create clouds that

provide shared storage between the physical nodes. This approach offers more wide-

ranging benefits, both to urgent computing users and to cloud computing users in

general. First, nodes that share storage can share an image cache, thereby reduc-

ing the number of images that must be downloaded from the image repository and

increasing the probability that an image has been cached. Second, the migration

of virtual machines between nodes that share storage is much faster if the image

is hosted on the shared storage system. While the migration of virtual machines

as an urgent computing policy was discussed in detail in Chapter 4, such an archi-

tecture would also benefit clouds in general. By enabling efficient migration that

can be done with no observable interruption to the users, clouds that had reached

less-desirable states could dynamically reallocate the running instances through mi-

gration. Further, poorly performing nodes could have their instances migrated and

be taken offline for diagnosis.

The cloud elevated priority policies that were a part of this research targeted any

nonurgent virtual machine. Unlike the next-to-run batch queue policy, these policies

always affected virtual machines that were running on the cloud. Because running

jobs are always affected, a cloud that supports urgent computing should allow its

users to volunteer their virtual machines as eligible urgent computing targets. Such

a policy would target virtual machines deemed less critical by the users who are

ultimately affected. For example, a common use of cloud resources is to spawn replica

servers during periods of increased activity. It is less intrusive to preempt a replica
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server rather than a unique instance of a virtual machine that may have other entities

relying on its existence and availability. Additionally, clouds that support the QoS

policy could require users to indicate the minimum number of resources necessary for

their instances. Such an approach would clearly identify which resources the cloud

scheduler could safely free without adversely affecting the targeted instances. As an

incentive for volunteering their VMs as targets, these users could be charged less for

their resource usage, similar to TeraGrid preemption incentive.

Working with cutting-edge technology such as cloud computing did provide certain

challenges. In particular, the open-source provisioners are still improving in terms

of availability, performance, and stability. In practice, the cloud experiments often

included spurious results where instances were unexpectedly terminated or the cloud

required large rest periods to recover from the creation and termination of a large

number of instances. Nevertheless, being involved at the forefront of the development

of this exciting technology increases the likelihood that the urgent computing support

(or elevated priority scheduling) can be integrated into the software environment from

the start.

5.3 Future Research Directions

This research, while reflecting the culmination of several years’ efforts, still offers

numerous avenues for future work. One area of interest is to examine network band-

width as an urgent computing resource. If an urgent application requires the transfer

of large amounts of data, implementing an elevated priority for the network transfer

may have a large impact on reducing the total turnaround time of the workflow.

Gommans et al. [52] suggest a token-based approach to enable access to connection-

oriented network resources. Preliminary experiments also have been conducted an-

alyzing the ESnet On-demand Secure Circuit and Advanced Reservation System
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(OSCARS) [53], which creates a dynamic VLAN between end hosts to reserve band-

width. However, further research is necessary into how to provide elevated priority

for network bandwidth as an urgent computing resource.

The decision to implement the cloud policies within Eucalyptus was made primarily

for convenience, since it was the provisioner selected for the large cloud resource at

Argonne National Laboratory. However, given the promise that the policies show,

porting them to other cloud provisioners such as OpenStack will enable a greater

number of clouds to participate in urgent computing. Also, the migration policy

might have the widest appeal as a cloud policy outside of urgent computing. The

original Magellan scheduler resulted in a nonoptimal cloud state where no slots were

available for the largest virtual machine types because each node of the cloud had at

least one small virtual machine running. While the round-robin algorithm quickly led

to this scenario, such a state can also be reached by using any scheduling algorithm.

Thus, the ability to migrate smaller virtual machines with no visible interruption to

the user would be an intriguing capability. Besides simply reorganizing the virtual

machines on the cloud, one could imagine that migration could target virtual ma-

chines that are idle. These virtual machines could be migrated to a set of nodes where

the physical resources were purposefully oversubscribed. When the virtual machines

resumed computation, they could be migrated back to a normal node. This approach

would free resources for virtual machines that are consuming resources rather than

idling.

An exciting area meriting investigation is how new cloud architectures can support

urgent computing. Clouds with shared storage between nodes can provide shared

image caches and faster migrations, which would benefit all clouds, not just those

supporting urgent computing. As a second example, Intel recently created a 48-core

single-chip cloud computer [54, 55]. Clouds using such a chip could increase the size

and number of virtual machines a single node could host. However, clouds using these
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chips might also need to manage memory bandwidth as a resource, similar to how

cores, memory and disk are now managed. Further, the memory bandwidth allocated

to nonurgent virtual machines might also be a resource that can be dynamically

reallocated to urgent virtual machines.

Future work also should look at refining some of the methods used for bounding the

allocation phase for the urgent computing policies. For example, all the methods

assume that no other urgent computing jobs are running or queued on the resource.

Yet, in certain scenarios, an urgent submission could fail because of a lack of re-

sources. For example, on cloud resources, if there are insufficient resources, incoming

requests are denied. In the policies implemented in this research, only nonurgent

jobs are targeted, Thus, if the resource is completely consumed by other urgent jobs,

the incoming request will be denied—even though the prediction tool expects it to

be allocated. Information about such jobs is readily available from the machine or

cloud state, and it should be used to determine how these other urgent jobs impact

the predicted bounds.
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